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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Lensfree Holographic Microscopy and Wide-field Optical 

Imaging using Wetting Films and Nano-Lenses 

 

By 

 

Onur Mudanyali 

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2012 

Professor Aydogan Ozcan, Chair 

 

Impressive revolution of optical imaging and microscopy architectures has been 

expanding our horizon and increasing the opportunities in medical diagnostics. Although we 

experience significant advancements such as better resolution, speed and throughput, advanced 

imaging platforms are still complex, bulky and expensive, such that their function beyond well-

established clinical environment is quite limited. Therefore, innovative imaging techniques are 

necessary to combat global health problems in resource-scarce settings where health care 

infrastructure is extremely limited or does not even exist. In such poor settings, imaging devices 

should be compact, robust, cost-effective and easy to use, without a trade-off in their 

performance. 

Centered on this vision, here I demonstrate a new lensfree on-chip microscopy and nano-

particle imaging platform based on partially-coherent digital in-line holography, providing a 
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highly-sensitive and high-throughput approach for rapid medical diagnostics and screening, 

especially for field settings and resource-limited environments. This computational microscopy 

and nano-particle imaging platform achieves subcellular spatial resolution and also directly 

images, for the first time in on-chip microscopy, single sub-100 nm particles using self-

assembled aspheric liquid nano-lenses around individual nano-particles across a large field-of-

view of >20 mm
2
, i.e., more than two orders-of-magnitude larger than existing nano-imaging 

techniques. 

This platform does not utilize any lenses, lasers or other bulky optical/mechanical 

components which greatly simplifies its architecture making it portable, light-weight, and cost-

effective. It has been successfully implemented on a compact stand-alone unit which weighs only 

~46 grams with dimensions smaller than 4.2 x 4.2 x 5.8 cm as well as on a commercially-

available cell-phone that is modified with a light-weight (~ 38 grams) hardware attachment.  

Using stable and biocompatible wetting films to self-assemble aspheric liquid nano-

lenses around individual nano-particles, I also introduce a wide-field on-chip microscopy 

modality that is capable of directly imaging single nano-particles and viruses (i.e., adenoviruses 

and influenza A (H1N1) viral particles) within a field-portable design.  

Creating new opportunities for rapid medical diagnostics in point-of-care and field 

conditions, this lensfree microscopy and nano-particle imaging toolset may bring improved 

healthcare delivery especially to resource-poor regions of the world and may significantly benefit 

our fight against various global health challenges including HIV, malaria, waterborne diseases 

and viral infections.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Optical microscopy and imaging occupies the center of attraction in various fields 

including engineering, physical sciences and medicine. Wondering about the realm of the nano-

world, there has been a considerable effort to overcome the fundamental limitations and 

challenges of optical imaging. However, nano-scale objects are difficult to directly visualize 

using optical techniques because of their small size compared to the optical wavelength, resulting 

in a weak scattering signal from individual nano-particles. To mitigate this challenge, various 

innovative techniques
1-30

 have been developed to overcome the fundamental barriers of imaging 

(e.g., signal to noise ratio (SNR), throughput, and speed), including near-field optical 

microscopy,
1-4

 super-resolution microscopy,
5-10,21,22

 atomic force microscopy,
11,12

 electron 

microscopy,
13-16

 and other recently developed imaging techniques.
17-30

 While generally providing 

excellent resolution and imaging performance, all of these existing approaches, however, are 

relatively complex, bulky, expensive and low throughput with a limited imaging field-of-view 

(FOV). These limitations pose challenges in the detection and enumeration of sparse nano-scale 

objects, such as viral particles at low concentrations. This can especially be critical in e.g., early-

stage disease diagnosis in point-of-care settings or resource-scarce environments, which ideally 

demand field-portable, cost-effective, and wide-field imaging and detection modalities that can 

create new opportunities towards medical diagnostics beyond well-established laboratories. 

 In parallel to the advancements in imaging modalities, we have been experiencing 

another revolution in digital technologies with solid state electronics such as opto-electronic 

detector arrays having significantly larger imaging areas with smaller pixels, better dynamic 

ranges, and frame rates, as well as much faster, cheaper and more powerful digital processors 
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and memories. Moreover, predicted by Moore’s Law,
31

 the number of transistors on integrated 

circuits doubles approximately every 18 months, significantly increasing the performance of 

digital platforms. This on-going digital revolution, when combined with advanced imaging 

modalities and numerical techniques, also creates an opportunity for optical imaging to face 

another dimension in this renaissance towards simplification of the optical imaging apparatus, 

making it significantly more compact, light-weight, cost-effective and easy to use, potentially 

without a trade-off in its performance. 

In the meantime, cell-phone subscriptions have reached to 5 billion by 2012, and the 

majority of these cellphones are being used in the developing parts of the world. In addition to 

this, 80% of the world population currently lives in locations that are already covered through 

wireless communication links such as GSM networks.
32,33

 These numbers will further grow in 

the near-future, where it is predicted that by 2015 more than 86% of the world population will 

own at least one cellphone.
34

 

 This massive volume of wireless phone communication brings an enormous cost-

reduction and unprecedented levels of access to cellphones despite their sophisticated hardware 

and software capabilities. Quite importantly, most of these existing cellphones are already 

equipped with advanced digital imaging and sensing platforms that can be utilized for various 

health monitoring applications. Similar to the predictions of Moore’s Law, the performance and 

megapixel count of the mobile phone cameras has been doubling in approximately every 18 

months. Considering the early generation cell-phones with 0.3 megapixel cameras in 2002, pixel 

count of mobile phone cameras has reached 41 megapixels in 2012, remarkably increasing the 

imaging performance of consumer grade mobile phones.
35,36

 Utilizing this advanced state-of-the-

art of the cellphone technology towards medical diagnostics, imaging and/or sensing applications 
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can offer numerous opportunities to improve health care especially in the developing world 

where medical facilities and infrastructure are extremely limited or even do not exist. For this 

revolution in health care to occur, lab-on-a-chip systems that can potentially be miniaturized to 

the level of a handheld wireless unit are needed. Ideally, such systems should better be 

compatible with the existing designs of cellphones, which will make their wide-spread use in the 

developing world much more cost-effective (e.g., see Appendix). 

Lensfree incoherent holographic on-chip imaging can be considered to be at the heart of 

this new opportunity and when combined with the advanced state of the art and cost-effective 

nature of digital electronics, it can provide a transformative solution to some of the unmet needs 

of cell biology and medical diagnostics especially for resource-limited environments.
37

 

Over the last few years, various lensfree on-chip imaging architectures were also 

demonstrated.
32,37-52

 Among these innovative approaches, lensfree computational 

holography
32,37,39-43,45-52

 deserves a special attention since with new computational algorithms 

and mathematical models,
53

 it has the potential to make the most out of this digital revolution 

that we have been experiencing. In this context, lensfree digital in-line holography has already 

been successfully demonstrated for high-resolution microscopy of cells and other micro-

organisms.
40,46-52

 

Conventional coherent lensfree in-line holography approaches demand near-perfect 

spatial coherence for illumination, and therefore require focusing of a laser light on a small 

aperture that is on the order of a wavelength for spatial filtering.
40,43

 The use of a small aperture 

size (e.g., 1-2 µm) requires a mechanically stable and a carefully aligned system together with a 

focusing lens to efficiently couple the laser radiation to the aperture for improved light 

throughput. In addition, keeping such a small aperture clean and operational over an extended 
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period of time can be another challenge especially for field use. Further, the objects (cells) of 

interest are typically positioned far away (e.g., >1 cm) from the sensor surface such that the 

holographic signature of each object (cell) is spread almost over the entire sensor area, where all 

the cells’ signatures significantly overlap. Such an approach unfortunately limits the imaging 

field-of-view (FOV) at the cell plane. All these requirements not only relatively increase the cost 

and the size of the optical instrument, but also make lensfree coherent in-line holography 

somewhat inconvenient for use in resource limited settings. 

Partially coherent or incoherent illumination sources in holography have also been 

utilized in different lens-based optical architectures.
54-58

 These holographic imaging techniques 

are not on-chip as they utilize various bulky optical components and therefore they can be 

considered under the same category as the advanced imaging modalities discussed in the 

introduction making them much less suitable for field use. Moreover, these approaches also 

suffer from a small field-of-view as they position the objects-of-interest far away from the sensor 

surface, e.g., with a fringe magnification of >10, reducing the available field-of-view of the 

digital sensor by more than two orders of magnitude.
42

 Further, these studies used coupling 

optics for the illumination such as a microscope objective-lens and had relatively coarse imaging 

performance. 

In this dissertation, I demonstrate a new lensfree on-chip microscopy and nano-particle 

imaging platform that operates based on partially-coherent digital in-line holography, which is 

capable of directly imaging micro- and nano-particles within field-portable designs (e.g., 

compact stand-alone units and cell-phone hardware attachments), providing a highly-sensitive 

and high-throughput toolset for rapid medical diagnostics and screening especially for resource-

limited regions of the world. This computational microscopy and nano-particle imaging platform 
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achieves subcellular spatial resolution and also directly images, for the first time in on-chip 

microscopy, single sub-100 nm particles using self-assembled aspheric liquid nano-lenses around 

individual nano-particles across a large field-of-view of >20 mm
2
, i.e., more than two orders-of-

magnitude larger than existing nano-imaging techniques. 
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Chapter 2 Lensfree Partially-Coherent In-Line Holographic 

Imaging  

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I will describe the lensfree partially-coherent in-line holography that 

constitutes the underlying mechanism and theory of lensfree wide-field optical imaging of single 

nano-particles on a chip.  

Lensfree holography provides ~1-1.5 µm spatial resolution (sufficient to image e.g., sub-

cellular features) over a large field of view (FOV) of >24 mm
2
, which constitutes more than ~10 

fold improvement compared to a typical 10X objective-lens FOV. This holographic imaging 

modality does not utilize any lenses, lasers or other bulky optical/mechanical components which 

can greatly simplify its architecture making it compact, light-weight, and cost-effective (see Fig. 

2.1). Instead of using a coherent source (e.g., a laser) as one would normally find in conventional 

holography approaches, a simple light-emitting-diode (LED) is utilized for illumination which 

suppresses the coherent speckle noise and the undesired multiple-reflection interference effects 

on the detected holograms. This incoherent LED light is initially filtered by passing it through a 

large aperture of ~50-100 µm diameter, which also eliminates the need for any coupling and 

focusing optics/mechanics between the LED and the aperture plane (Fig. 2.1). This large aperture 

size also makes it robust to mechanical misalignments or potential clogging problems, making it 

highly suitable for use in the field by minimally trained personnel. The filtered LED light, after 

propagating in air a distance (z1) of e.g., ~3-10 cm, interacts with the object of interest (e.g., a 

whole blood sample) that is located on the top of the optoelectronic imaging detector (z2 = ~0.3-

1 mm). Each object (e.g., blood cells) within the sample scatters, absorbs and refracts the 
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incoming light based on its size, 3D morphology, sub-cellular elements, and refractive index. 

The interference of the light waves that passed through the cells (objects) with the unscattered 

LED light creates the hologram of each cell (with unit fringe magnification), which is detected 

without any lenses using a CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) sensor array or a 

CCD (charge-coupled device) (Fig. 2.1). The digital hologram of each cell (or object) is 

extremely rich (despite the use of a simple LED through a large aperture and a unit fringe 

magnification) and permits rapid reconstruction of its optical phase
 
(which was lost during the 

recording process) as well as its microscopic (amplitude) image. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of lensfree holographic microscopy set-up (not drawn to scale). The aperture to 

sample plane distance (z1 = ~3-10 cm) is much larger than the sample to sensor plane distance (z2 = ~0.3-1 mm). A 

partially coherent light source (e.g., an LED) is utilized for illumination, emanating from a large aperture (D = ~50-

100 µm). Samples of interest are directly placed onto the CMOS sensor-chip that records holograms of individual 

particles over a field of view of 24 mm
2
. 
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2.2 Theoretical Analysis of Digital Lensfree In-Line Holographic Imaging 

Holography is all about recording the optical phase information in the form of amplitude 

oscillations. To be able to read or make use of this phase information for microscopy and 

imaging, most existing lensfree in-line holography systems are hungry for spatial coherence and 

therefore use a laser source that is filtered through a small aperture (e.g., 1-2 µm). Utilizing a 

completely incoherent light source that is filtered through a large aperture (e.g., ~50-100 µm in 

diameter) should provide orders-of-magnitude better transmission throughput as well as a much 

simpler, inexpensive and more robust optical set-up. Here I aim to provide a theoretical analysis 

of this opportunity and its implications for compact and cost-effective lensfree holographic 

microscopy. 

To record lensfree holograms of individual particles (e.g., cells) that contain useful digital 

information with a spatially incoherent source emanating from a large aperture, one of the key 

steps is to bring the object plane close to the detector array by ensuring z2 << z1, where z1 defines 

the distance between the incoherently illuminated aperture plane and the object (cell) plane, and 

z2 defines the distance between the cell plane and the sensor array (see Fig. 2.1). In conventional 

lensless in-line holography approaches, this choice is reversed such that z1 << z2 is utilized, while 

the total aperture-to-detector distance (z1 + z2) remains comparable in both cases, leaving the 

overall device length almost unchanged. Therefore, apart from using an incoherent source 

through a large aperture, my choice of z2 << z1 is also quite different from the main stream 

lensfree holographic imaging approaches and thus deserves more attention.  

To better understand the quantified impact of this choice on incoherent on-chip 

microscopy, let me assume two point scatterers (separated by 2a) that are located at the cell plane 

(z= z1) with a field transmission of the form  (   )       (     )     (     ) where c1 
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and c2 can be negative and their intensity denotes the strength of the scattering process, and 

 (   )defines a Dirac-delta function in space. These point scatterers can be considered to 

represent sub-cellular elements that make up the cell volume. For the same imaging system let 

me assume that a large aperture of arbitrary shape is positioned at z=0 with a transmission 

function of  (   )  and that the digital recording screen (e.g., a CCD or a CMOS array) is 

positioned at z= z1 + z2, where typically z1 ~ 3-10 cm and z2 ~ 0.3-1 mm. 

Assuming that the aperture  (   ) is uniformly illuminated with a spatially incoherent 

light source, the cross-spectral density at the aperture plane can be written as:  

 (             )   ( )  (     )  (     )  (     ), 

where (     ) and (     ) represents two arbitrary points on the aperture plane and  ( ) denotes 

the power spectrum of the incoherent source with a center wavelength (frequency) of 0 (  ).  

It should be noted that in this experimental scheme (Fig. 2.1), the incoherent light source 

(the LED) was butt-coupled to the pinhole with a small amount of unavoidable distance between 

its active area and the pinhole plane. This remaining small distance between the source and the 

pinhole plane also generates some correlation for the input field at the aperture plane. In this 

theoretical analysis, I ignore this effect and investigate the imaging behavior of a completely 

incoherent field hitting the aperture plane. The impact of such an unavoidable gap between 

pinhole and the incoherent source is an “effective” reduction of the pinhole size in terms of 

spatial coherence (without affecting the light throughput), which I will not consider in this 

analysis. 

           Based on these assumptions, after free space propagation over a distance of z1, the cross-

spectral density just before interacting with the cells can be written as:
53

  

 (         )  
 ( )

(  ) 
  

  
    
   ∬ (   )  

 
  
  

(       )
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where      
    

  ,       
    

  ,   
  
    

 

 
   

  
    

 

 
  ; and (  

    
 )  (  

    
 ) represent 

two arbitrary points on the cell plane. After interacting with the cells i.e., with  (   ), the cross-

spectral density, right behind the cell plane, can be written as:  

 (         )    (  
    

 )   (  
    

 ) 

This cross-spectral density function will effectively propagate another distance of z2 before 

reaching the detector plane. Therefore, one can write the cross-spectral density at the detector 

plane as: 

  (                 )  ∬∬
 (         )   (  

    
 )  (  

    
 ) 

  
 (  

        
       )   (  

        
       )    

     
     

     
  

where (       ) and (       ) define arbitrary points on the detector plane (i.e., within the 

hologram region of each cell); and  

  ( 
      

      )  
 

    
   

    
   

 
 

   
[(     )  (     ) ]

. 

At the detector plane (     ), the optical intensity  (     ) can then be written as: 

 (     )  ∫  (             )     

Assuming  (   )       (     )     (     ), this last equation can be expanded into 4 

physical terms, i.e.,  

                           (     )   (     )+  (     )+   (     )    (     ),  

where: 

 (     )     
|  |

   

(     ) 
 ̃(   )  

|  |
   

(     ) 
 ̃(   )                (1) 

 

 (     )  
    

    

(     ) 
 ̃ (

  

   
  )  

 
      
                                  (2) 
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  (     )  
  

(   ) 
[   { (                 )     (     )}       ]                    (3) 

 

  (     )  
  

(   ) 
[   { (                 )    (     )}       ]                     (4) 

 

In these Equations “c.c.” and “ ” refer to the complex conjugate and convolution operations, 

respectively,   
  

  
,    

     

  
, and  ̃  is the 2D spatial fourier transform of the aperture 

function  (   ) . It should be emphasized that (     )  in these equations refers to the cell 

hologram extent, not to the entire field-of-view of the detector array.  

Further,   (     )  
 

            
 
 

 

          
(  

    
 )

 which effectively represents the 2D 

coherent impulse response of free space over        . For the incoherent source, a center 

frequency (wavelength) of    (0) has been assumed, where the spectral bandwidth was assumed 

to be much smaller than 0 with a power spectrum of  ( )     (    ).  

Note that in these derivations I have also assumed paraxial approximation to simplify the 

results, which is a valid assumption since for this work z1 and z2 are typically much longer than 

the extend of each cell hologram (LH). However for the digital microscopic reconstruction of the 

cell images from their raw holograms, no such assumptions were made as also emphasized in the 

next section.  

Furthermore,    of Eq. 1 can further be expanded as: 
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 (         )

(   ) 
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    )  (  

    ) ]
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    )  (  

    ) ]
   

     
     

     
    

which simply represents the background illumination and has no spatial information regarding 

the cells’ structure or distribution. Although this last term,    can further be simplified, for most 
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illumination schemes it constitutes a uniform background and therefore can be easily subtracted 

out. 

Equations (1-4) are rather important to understand the key parameters in lensfree on-chip 

microscopy with spatially incoherent light emanating from a large aperture. Equation 1 describes 

the classical diffraction that occurs from the cell plane to the detector under the paraxial 

approximation. In other words, it includes both the background illumination (  ) and also the 

self-interference of the scattered waves (terms that are proportional to |  |
  and |  |

 ). It is quite 

intuitive that the self-interference terms representing the classical diffraction in Eq. (1) are scaled 

with  ̃(   ) as the extent of the spatial coherence at the cell plane is not a determining factor for 

self-interference. 

Equation 2, however, contains the information of the interference between the scatterers 

located at the cell plane. Similar to the self-interference term, the cross-interference term, 

 (     ), also does not contain any useful information as far as holographic reconstruction of 

the cell image is concerned. This interference term is proportional to the amplitude of  ̃ (
  

   
  ), 

which implies that for a small aperture size (hence wide  ̃) two scatterers that are located far 

from each other can also interfere. Based on the term  ̃ (
  

   
  ) , one can estimate that if 

   
   

 
  (where D is roughly the aperture width) the scattered fields can quite effectively 

interfere at the detector plane giving rise to the interference term  (     ). This result is not 

entirely surprising since the coherence diameter at the cell plane is proportional to 
   

 
, as also 

predicted by the van Cittert-Zernike theorem. It is another advantage of the incoherent 

holography approach presented here that the cross-interference term,  (     ), will only contain 

the contributions of a limited number of cells within the imaging field-of-view since  ̃ (
  

   
  ) 
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will rapidly decay to zero for a large aperture. This cross-interference term will be stronger for 

coherent in-line holography due to much better spatial coherence. This difference can especially 

make an impact in favor of incoherent large aperture illumination for imaging of a dense cell 

solution such as whole blood samples where  (     ) can no longer be ignored.  

The final two terms (Eqs. (3-4)) describe the holographic diffraction phenomenon and 

they are of central interest in all forms of digital holographic imaging systems, including the one 

presented here. Physically these terms dominate the information content of the detected intensity, 

especially for weakly scattering objects, and they represent the interference of the scattered light 

from each object with the background light, i.e.,   (     )  represents the holographic 

diffraction of the first scatterer    (     ), whereas   (     ) represents the holographic 

diffraction of the second scatterer,    (     ). Note that the complex conjugate (c.c.) terms in 

Eqs. 3 and 4 represent the source of the twin images of the scatterers since   
 (     ) implies 

propagation in the reverse direction creating the twin image artifact at the reconstruction plane. 

Elimination of such twin images during digital holographic reconstruction process is discussed in 

the next section. 

The terms inside the curly brackets of Eqs. (3-4) indicates that, for each scatterer position, 

a scaled and shifted version of the aperture function  (   ) appears to be coherently diffracting 

with the free space impulse response   (     ).
 
In other words, as far as holographic diffraction 

is concerned, each point scatterer at the cell plane can be replaced by a scaled version of the 

aperture function (i.e.,   (           ) ) that is shifted by F fold from origin, and the 

distance between the cell plane and the sensor plane can now be effectively replaced by      

  . Quite importantly this scaling factor is   
  

  
, which implies that the large aperture size that 

is illuminated incoherently is effectively narrowed down by M fold at the cell plane (typically 
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M  40-100). Therefore, for M>>1, incoherent illumination through a large aperture is 

approximately equivalent (for each cell’s holographic signature) to coherent illumination of each 

cell individually, where the wave propagation over    determines the detected holographic 

intensity of each cell. This is valid as long as the cell’s diameter is smaller than the coherence 

diameter (     
   

 
, see Eq. 2) at the object (cell) plane, where D defines the width of the 

illumination aperture and typically                , which is quite appropriate for most 

cells (objects) of interest. Accordingly, for a completely incoherent source and a sensor area of  , 

d=D/M defines the effective width of each point scatterer on the cell plane and        

determines the effective imaging field-of-view. Assuming some typical numbers for z1 (~4 cm) 

and z2 (~0.8 mm), the scaling factor (M) becomes ~50 with    , which means that even a 

D=50 µm wide pinhole would be scaled down to ~1 µm at the cell plane, which can now quite 

efficiently be mapped to the entire active area of the sensor array, i.e.,    . To conclude: for 

M>>1 the spatial features of the cells over the entire active area of the sensor array will not be 

affected by the large incoherent aperture, which permits recording of coherent hologram of each 

cell (object) individually.  

Even though the entire derivation above was made using the formalism of wave theory, 

the end result is quite interesting as it predicts a geometrical scaling factor of        . Further, 

because M>>1, each cell hologram only occupies a tiny fraction of the entire field-of-view and 

therefore behaves independent of most other cells within the imaging field-of-view. That is the 

same reason why (unlike conventional lensfree in-line holography) there is no longer a Fourier 

transform relationship between the detector plane and the cell plane. Such a Fourier transform 

relationship only exists between each cell hologram and the corresponding cell.  
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Notice also that in Eqs. (3-4) the shift of the scaled aperture function  (          

       ) from origin can be written as         , which is in perfect agreement with the 

choice of the word “fringe magnification factor” to describe the function of   
     

  
  for the 

holographic diffraction term. This also explains the reduction in the imaging field-of-view by F
2
 

fold for in-line digital holography. Assuming M>>1,    approaches to z2 and the shift terms in 

Eqs. (3-4), i.e.,      also approach to   , which makes sense since it corresponds to the shift of 

the scatterers at the cell plane from origin. 

According to Eqs. (3-4), for a narrow enough  (           ) (such that the spatial 

features of the cells are not washed out), the modulation of the holographic term at the detector 

plane can be expressed as    (
 

      
(  

    
 )). This modulation term of the holographic 

signature at the detector plane implies that for a large fringe magnification (F), the pixel size of 

the sensor array will have an easier time to record the rapidly oscillating fringes of the cell 

hologram, which effectively increases the numerical aperture of the sampling as much as the 

sensor width permits. However, there are penalties to be paid for this large F choice: (1) a large F 

does not permit the use of an incoherent source emanating through a large aperture, which makes 

it more demanding on the optics and alignment, also increasing the relative cost and complexity; 

and (2) the effective imaging field-of-view is also reduced by factor proportional to F
2
. 

 The derivation discussed above was made for 2 point scatterers separated by 2a, such 

that    (     )     (     ). The more general form of the incoherent holographic term 

(equivalent of Eqs. 3 and 4 for a continuous distribution of scatterers - as in a real cell) can be 

expressed as: 
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where  (     ) refers to the transmission image of the sample/cell of interest, which represents 

the 2D map of all the scatterers located within the sample/cell volume. The above derivation 

assumed a narrow enough  (           ) such that M>>1, which is characteristic of the 

approach discussed in this manuscript. The physical effect of the fringe magnification factor (F) 

on the object hologram can also be visualized in this final equation, in harmony with the 

discussions in the previous paragraphs. 

 

2.3 Image Reconstruction in Digital Lensfree In-Line Holographic Imaging 

The use of incoherent illumination through a large aperture brings numerous 

advantages to on-chip microscopy, making it a highly suitable and promising platform cell 

biology and medical diagnostics in resource limited settings. Despite significant practical 

advantages of the lensfree holographic microscopy and imaging, it may mislead the reader 

that incoherent illumination will increase the burden on the numerical reconstruction process. 

Nevertheless, for incoherent lensfree holography with M = z1/z2 >> 1, each individual cell 

can still be treated to be illuminated with a coherent light. Further, due to their microscopic 

cross-sections, the incident wave on each cell can be assumed to be a plane wave. 

Consequently, the reconstruction of each recorded cell hologram can be performed assuming 

plane-wave illumination. 

In order to diffract the wavefronts, the angular spectrum approach is used to 

numerically solve the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral. This computation involves multiplying 

the Fourier transform of the field with the transfer function of propagation through linear, 

isotropic media, as shown below: 
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where    and    are the spatial frequencies and   is the refractive index of the medium. It 

should be noted that no paraxial approximations are made in image reconstructions. 

Two different iterative approaches are taken in order to reconstruct the microscopic 

images of cells, free from any twin-image artifact. Both methods work with a single recorded 

hologram and rely on the constraint that each cell has a finite support. In both methods, the 

raw holograms are upsampled typically by a factor of four to six, using cubic spline 

interpolation before the iterative reconstruction procedure. Although upsampling does not 

immediately increase the information content of the holograms, it  still offers significant 

improvements for achieving a more accurate phase recovery and higher resolution in the 

reconstructed image. First, it allows defining a more accurate object support by smoothing 

the edges of the objects in the initial back-projection of the hologram. Using an object 

support that is closer to the actual cell in terms of size and shape reduces the error of the 

iterative algorithms, as well as ensuring faster convergence. Second, upsampling introduces 

higher spatial frequencies initially carrying zero energy, in the hologram. Through the 

iterative reconstruction steps detailed below, these higher spatial frequencies gradually attain 

non-zero energy, which allows sub-cellular spatial resolution in the final reconstruction. 

 

Lensfree Holographic Image Reconstruction Method 1 

The first method falls under the broad category of Interferometric Phase-Retrieval 

Techniques and is applicable to cases where the recorded intensity is dominated by the 

holographic diffraction terms.
59-61

The first step is the digital reconstruction of the hologram, 
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which is achieved by propagating the hologram intensity by a distance of z2 away from the 

hologram plane yielding the initial wavefront     . As a result of this computation, the 

virtual image of the object is recovered together with its spatially overlapping defocused 

twin-image. It is important to note that the recorded intensity can also be propagated by a 

distance of -z2. In this case, the real image of the object can be recovered, while the 

defocused virtual image leads to the twin-image formation. 

Due to the small cell-sensor distance in the incoherent holographic microscopy 

scheme presented here, the twin-image may carry high intensities, especially for relatively 

large objects like white blood cells. In such cases, the fine details inside the micro-objects 

may get suppressed. Similarly, the twin-images of different cells which are close to each 

other get superposed, leading to an increase in background noise. This issue is especially 

pronounced for holographic microscopy of dense cell solutions, where the overlapping twin 

images of many cells lowers the counting accuracy due to reduced SNR.  

In order to eliminate the twin-image artifact, an iterative approach using finite support 

constraints
61

 is utilized. Basically, this technique relies on the fact that duplicate information 

for the phase and amplitude of the object exists in two different reconstruction planes at  

distances +z2 and –z2 from the hologram plane, where the virtual and real images of the 

object are recovered, respectively. Therefore, a twin-image-free reconstruction in one of the 

image planes can be obtained, while filtering out the duplicate image in the other plane. 

Without loss of generality, I have chosen to filter out the real image to obtain a twin-image-

free reconstruction in the virtual image plane at –z2. Due to the finite size of the micro-

objects, the real image of the object only occupies the region inside its support, while the 

defocused twin-image image spreads out to a wider region around the object, also 
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overlapping with the real image inside the support. Hence, deleting the information only 

inside the support ensures that the real image is completely removed from the reconstructed 

wavefront. Nevertheless, the virtual image information inside the support is also lost, and the 

iterative technique tries to recover the missing information of the virtual image by going 

back and forth between the virtual and real image planes, recovering more of the lost 

information at each iteration. The success of this algorithm is highly dependent on the 

Fresnel number of the recording geometry, which is given by     (           )  (  ). It 

is reported that the technique
61

 proves successful for Fresnel numbers as high as 10. For 

RBCs of approximately 7μm diameter, the typical recording geometries presented here 

involve Fresnel numbers of <0.2; hence, the twin-image elimination method yields highly 

satisfactory results. 

The steps of twin-image elimination are detailed below: 

(a) Initially the real image, which is the back-projected hologram at a distance of +z2, 

is used for determining the object support. Object support can be defined by either 

thresholding the intensity of the reconstructed image, or searching for its local minima. 

(b) The region inside the support is deleted and a constant value is assigned to this 

region as an initial guess for the deleted part of the virtual image inside the support as shown 

below:  

   

( )(   )  {
            

   ̅           
 

where   
( )(   ) denotes the field at the real image plane after the i

th 
iteration.   represents the 

area defined by the object support, and  ̅    is the mean value of      within the support.  

(c) Then, the field at the real image plane is back propagated by -2z2 to the virtual 

image plane. Ideally, the reconstruction at this plane should be free from any twin-image 
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distortions. Therefore, the region outside the support can be set to a constant background 

value to eliminate any remaining out-of-focus real image in the virtual image plane. 

However, this constraint is applied smoothly as determined by the relaxation parameter   

below, rather than sharply setting the image to dc level outside the support: 

    

( ) (   )  {
   

      

( )

 
       

    

( )                          

 

where D is the background in the reconstructed field, which can either be obtained from a 

measured background image in the absence of the object, or can simply be chosen as the 

mean value of the field outside the object supports at the virtual image plane.   is a real 

valued parameter greater than unity, and is typically chosen around 2-3 here. Increasing   

leads to faster convergence, but compromises the immunity of the iterative estimation 

accuracy to background noise. 

(d) The field at the virtual image plane is forward propagated to the real-image plane, 

where the region inside the support now has a better estimate of the missing part of the 

virtual image. The region outside the support can be replaced by    

( )(   ), the original 

reconstructed field at the real image plane, as shown below: 

   

(   )(   )  {
   

( )        

   

(   )        
 

Steps c to d can be repeated iteratively until the final image converges. In most cases, 

convergence is achieved after 10-15 iterations. This iterative computation takes around 4 

seconds for an image size of ~5 Mpixels using a regular CPU (central processing unit – e.g., 

Intel Q8300) and it gets >40X faster using a GPU (graphics processing unit – e.g., NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX 285) achieving <0.1 sec computation time for the same image size. 
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Lensfree Holographic Image Reconstruction Method 2 

The second method utilized for eliminating the twin-image is classified under Non-

Interferometric Phase-Retrieval Techniques,
62

 where the recorded image is not necessarily 

treated as a hologram, but as the intensity of any diffraction field. Together with the 

constraint that the objects have finite support, this technique is capable of iteratively 

recovering the phase of the diffracted field incident on the detector from a single intensity 

image. As a result, the complex field (amplitude and phase) of the holograms, rather than the 

intensity, can be back-propagated, thereby allowing reconstruction of the objects free from 

any twin-image contamination. This method can be decomposed into the following steps:  

(a) The square-root of the recorded hologram intensity is propagated by a distance of 

–z2 to the cell plane, assuming a field phase of zero as an initial guess. The aim of the 

algorithm is to iteratively determine the actual phase of the complex field at the detector 

plane, and eventually at the object plane. In the first iteration, the object support is defined 

either by thresholding the intensity of the field at the object plane, or by locating its regional 

maxima and/or minima. 

(b) The field inside the object supports is preserved, while the complex field values 

outside the supports is replaced by a background value     (   ), as shown below: 

    
   (   )  {

       
(   )      

     
 (   )        

 

where     (   )  is obtained by propagating the square root of the background intensity 

(amplitude) of the image obtained by the same setup in the absence of the cells  (objects); and 

      (    
 (   )     (    (   ). 

(c) The modified field at the object plane is propagated back to the detector plane, 

where the field now has a non-zero phase value. The amplitude of this field is replaced with 
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the square root of the original recorded hologram intensity as no modification for the 

amplitude should be allowed while converging for its phase. Consequently,   
( )(   ), the 

complex diffraction field at the detector plane after the i
th

 iteration can be written as follows: 

  
( )(   )  |  

( )(   )|      (    
( )

(   )) 

where the superscripts denote the iteration step, and   
( )
(   ) denotes the phase of the field 

after the i
th

 iteration. Steps a to c can be iterated until the phase recovery converges. 

Typically, the results are obtained with less than 15 iterations, which is quite similar to the 

first Method above. 

For small or weakly scattering objects such as whole blood cells or micro-beads, both 

reconstruction methods yield satisfactory results of comparable image quality. For such 

objects, the typical Fresnel number of the recording geometry is <1 and the focused real 

image occupies a small fraction of the area over which the twin-image is spread out. 

Therefore, deleting the object image in the real image plane leads to minimal information 

loss for the virtual image, which is to be recovered without twin-image artifacts. However, 

for larger objects of interest the Fresnel number of the system increases, and deleting the real 

image may causes excessive information loss in the virtual image, which may be harder to 

recover iteratively. Furthermore, for strongly scattering objects, the self and cross-

interference terms may start dominating such that the holographic content of the recorded 

intensity gets distorted. Therefore for strongly scattering and/or extended objects, the second 

method discussed above becomes more preferable over the first method, which requires the 

holographic terms to be dominant in a setup with Fresnel numbers <10. However, an 

advantage of the first method is that it does not necessarily require a separate background 

image taken prior to inserting the sample into the setup. Although a mean value of the field 
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at the object plane can also be used, in the absence of a background image for method 2 (step 

b), it has been observed that the final image quality becomes better with an experimentally 

obtained background. 

 

2.4 Discussions 

The use of an incoherent light source emanating through a large aperture (e.g., 50-100 

µm) greatly simplifies the optics for lensfree on-chip microscopy also making it more robust 

and cost-effective both of which are highly desired qualities for resource poor environments. 

Bringing the object plane much closer to the sensor surface together with a fringe 

magnification of F~1 is one of the key steps in making lensfree holographic imaging possible 

with a large incoherent source without smearing the spatial information of the cells. This 

choice also brings a significant increase in the FOV and throughput of this imaging modality. 

However, when compared to the state of the art in lensless holography, there is some trade-

offs to be made in return for these improvements that are addressed below in this section.  

The advantages of a small cell-sensor distance and unit fringe magnification in 

incoherent lensfree holography can be listed as follows:  

i) The size of the aperture, its exact shape and alignment with respect to the light 

source is much less of a concern. This makes it orders-of-magnitude more power efficient, 

easier to align and operate without the use of a laser or any coupling/focusing optics.
 
This is 

highly important for global health applications, which demand robust, cost-effective, 

compact and easy-to-use devices for microscopy and medical diagnostics.  

ii) A small cell-sensor distance enables imaging of individual holograms (both phase 

and amplitude), which I treat as fingerprint signatures of cells based on their size, shape, 
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intracellular elements, refractive index etc. This holographic signature/texture (which is now 

also free from speckle noise
63

 of a coherent source) is a powerful tool that can enable 

diagnostic decisions to be made without any reconstruction by using pattern matching 

algorithms that compare cell hologram libraries to measured hologram textures. This can 

reduce computation time significantly since digital pattern analysis & matching is the 

common required step for most automated cytometry & diagnostic platforms, i.e., the entire 

digital computation can be made much simpler and faster.  

iii) The presented approach also significantly improves the imaging FOV as 

illustrated with experimental results in next chapters. 

 iv)  By the use of a small z2, the collection numerical aperture (NA) at the detection 

plane approaches to the medium refractive index, n. For larger z2 values (as in conventional 

in-line holography), the sensor array width starts to define the collection NA, which reduces 

the effective light collection efficiency of the system.  

This last point requires more discussion since the improved light collection efficiency 

does not necessarily imply a better resolution as the sampling period at the hologram plane 

(i.e., the pixel size,  xD) is also quite important. To summarize the conclusions: the detection 

numerical aperture for a small cell-sensor distance is significantly improved which increases 

the light collection efficiency; however, not all the collected light contributes to the 

holographic texture. It turns out that the price that is paid for simplification of the optica l 

system towards achieving lensfree cell holography with a large incoherent source over a 

large field-of-view is an increased need for a smaller pixel size to be able to record all the 

hologram fringes that are above the detection noise floor to claim a high NA for better lateral 

and axial resolution.  
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Imaging field-of-view of this platform is equivalent to direct near-field (i.e., contact) 

imaging of the object plane due to the fringe magnification of ~1, such that it has the entire 

sensor area available as its field of view. However, achieving sub-pixel (<~2.2 µm) 

resolution implies that the presented lensfree incoherent holography technique achieves 

much better performance than direct contact imaging, without a trade-off in any image 

metric, such as field of view, signal to noise ratio, phase contrast, etc. In other words, 

undoing the effect of diffraction through digital holographic processing (even with unit 

magnification and incoherent LED illumination) performs much better than an hypothetical 

near-field sampling experiment where a sensor-array having the same pixel size directly 

images the object plane all in parallel (i.e., without diffraction).  

Another significant advantage of lensfree holographic imaging over direct near-field 

sampling (i.e., contact imaging) would be the capability of phase imaging. Any phase-only 

object would not create a detectable contrast in direct near-field sampling on the sensor-

array, whereas the presented lensfree incoherent holography approach would naturally pick 

up the diffraction oscillations that contain the phase information of the samples located over 

the entire sensor area. 

The key for sub-pixel spatial resolution in lensfree incoherent holographic 

microscopy is hidden in the iterative recovery techniques, where a digitally identified object 

support is enforced at each iteration to recover the lost phase of the hologram texture. This 

object support can be made appropriately tighter if a priori information about the object type 

and size is known – for instance if the cells of interest are known to be human blood cells, a 

tighter object support (with dimensions of <15 µm) can be utilized for faster convergence of 

the phase recovery process. Intuitively, this behavior can be explained by a reduction in the 
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number of unknown pixels in the phase recovery step, which enables iterative convergence to 

the unique solution, among many other possibilities, based on the measured hologram 

intensity and the estimated object support. Sub-pixel resolution is therefore coupled to 

iterative use of this object support for estimation of higher spatial frequencies of the object 

plane.  

Like any other frequency extrapolation method, the practical success of this iterative 

approach and the spatial resolution of this system also depend on the SNR, which is a strong 

function of the cell/object size (i.e., its scattering cross section). For deeply submicron sized 

cells (<0.1 µm), the scattering is rather weak, which implies that the high spatial frequencies 

(close to n/ ) carry rather weak energies that can easily fall below the noise floor at the 

sensor. Therefore, the true resolution and the NA of digital reconstruction indeed depend on 

the SNR as well as the scattering cross section of the cells/objects, making deeply sub-

micron cell imaging challenging for this reason.  
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Chapter 3 Compact, Light-weight and Cost-effective Lensfree 

Microscopy 

3.1 Introduction 

Recent progress in optical imaging and microscopy architectures has been expanding our 

horizon and increasing the opportunities in medical diagnostics. Although we experience 

significant advancements
1-30

 such as better resolution, speed and throughput, novel platforms are 

still bulky and expensive as discussed in detail in the Chapter 1, their function beyond well-

established clinical environment is quite limited. Furthermore, microscopy applications occupy 

the center of attraction in medical diagnostics and prevalence of innovative imaging techniques 

is necessary to combat global health problems in resource scarce settings where health care 

infrastructure is extremely limited or does not even exist. In such poor settings, imaging devices 

should be portable, robust, cost-effective and ideally integrated with telemedicine networks that 

connect end-users to a central medical establishment (e.g., a hospital or a laboratory).  

In the meantime, telemedicine applications offer numerous opportunities to improve the 

quality of public health care and decrease costs by enabling rapid evaluation of human well-

being. In this evolution of health care delivery, massive growth in wireless communication 

networks stands for a milestone such that mobile and light-weight telemedicine devices can be 

used for more cost-effective and user-friendly health care services. On the other hand, majority 

of the world population own at least one cell-phone today and the number of mobile subscribers 

is expected to be increasing in the near future.
32-34

 Utilizing the fascinating features of this 

advanced state-of-the-art cell-phone technology towards medical diagnostics can complement 

the current stage of telemedicine and wireless health. 
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Centered on this vision, I have successfully implemented lensfree partially-coherent in-

line holography (that has been described in detail in the Chapter 2) on a portable and 

mechanically robust stand-alone unit
37

 which weighs only ~46 grams with dimensions smaller 

than 4.2x4.2x5.8cm (Fig. 3.1(a)) as well as on a commercially-available cell-phone
32

 that is 

modified with a light-weight (~ 38 grams) hardware attachment (Fig. 3.1(b)). Offering 

significant advantages over conventional holographic imaging modalities in terms of the use of 

optical components and the operation principle as discussed in Chapter 2, lensfree holography 

permits the miniaturization of the technology towards such compact, light-weight and cost-

effective microscopes for telemedicine applications that I will describe in this chapter. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the portable lensfree telemedicine microscope (a) and lensfree cell-phone 

microscope (b) 

 

3.2 Portable Lensfree Telemedicine Microscope 

Here I illustrate an incoherent holographic microscope
37

 weighing ~46 grams with 

dimensions smaller than 4.2 x 4.2 x 5.8 cm that achieves ~1-1.5 µm resolution (sufficient to 
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image e.g., sub-cellular features) over a large field of view (FOV) of ~24 mm
2
, which constitutes 

>10 fold improvement compared to a typical 10X objective-lens FOV. A simple light-emitting-

diode (LED - OSRAM Opto Semiconductors Inc., Part# LY E65B – center wavelength: 591 nm, 

bandwidth: 18 nm) is utilized for illumination and initially filtered by passing the incoherent 

LED light through a butt-coupled large pinhole (aperture) of ~50-100 µm diameter, which also 

eliminates the need for any coupling and focusing optics between the LED and the pinhole plane 

(Fig. 3.2). After propagating in air a distance of e.g., ~3-4 cm inside the customized tubes, 

spatially filtered LED light interacts with the sample of interest that is loaded from the side 

through a simple mechanical interface (see Fig. 3.2). Each object (e.g., cells) within the sample 

scatters, absorbs and refracts the incoming light based on its size, morphology, sub-cellular 

elements, and refractive index. The interference of the light waves that passed through the cells 

with the unscattered LED light creates the hologram of each cell with unit fringe magnification, 

which is detected using a USB (universal serial bus) powered CMOS (complementary metal-

oxide semiconductor) sensor array (Model: MT9P031, Micron Technology – pixel size: 2.2 µm, 

5 Mpixels) without any lenses (Fig. 3.2). The recorded holograms are then digitally transferred to 

a computer for rapid reconstruction (see Chapter 2) of microscopic images of the sample. This 

computation does not need to be performed locally since wireless transmission of the acquired 

lensfree holographic images (using e.g., a cellphone through a USB connection) to a central PC 

station could potentially be used to reduce the hardware and software requirements at the user 

end. Data load of such a cloud computing model is rather easy to manage since each lensfree 

holographic image can be compressed (without loss of apparent resolution)
37

 to less than 0.1 

Mbytes per 1 mm
2
 field of view (FOV). 
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Figure 3.2 (a) A lensfree holographic on-chip microscope is shown. It utilizes an LED source (at 591 nm) with an 

aperture of ~50-100 µm in front of the source. The LED and the sensor are powered through USB connection from 

the side. This lensless holographic microscope operates with a unit fringe magnification (see Fig. 2.1) to claim the 

entire active area of the sensor as its imaging field of view (~24 mm
2
). (b) Schematics of the incoherent lensfree 

holographic microscope shown in (a). Typical z1 and z2 distances used in this design are ~2-5 cm and <1 mm, 

respectively. The LED source and the CMOS sensor are powered through a USB connection from the side. The 

entire assembly weighs ~46 grams and achieves a numerical aperture of ~0.1-0.2 over an imaging field of view of 

~24 mm
2
, which is more than an order of magnitude larger than the field of view of a typical 10X objective lens. 

The digital image reconstruction process as outlined in Chapter 2, is quite fast taking less 

than 4 seconds for a total image size of ~5 Mpixels using a regular CPU (central processing unit 

– e.g., Intel Q8300) and it gets >40X faster using a GPU (graphics processing unit – e.g., 

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285) achieving <0.1 sec computation time for ~5 Mpixels. The 

holographic images that are saved for digital processing are compressed using Portable Network 

Graphics (png) format, yielding a typical image size of <2-3 MB for the entire ~24 mm
2
 FOV. 
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Depending on the image, a much smaller FOV can also be selected to reduce the overall size of 

the raw hologram. 

 

Figure 3.3 (a) A digitally cropped lensfree hologram of a blood smear that is acquired with the unit in Fig. 3.2 (a) is 

shown. Due to LED illumination spatial coherence diameter at the sample plane is much smaller than the imaging 

FOV, however it is sufficiently large to record the hologram of each cell individually. Integration time: 225ms; 

D=50 µm; z1=~3.5 cm, z2=~1 mm. (b) Reconstruction result of the raw hologram shown in (a) for the same FOV 

illustrating the images of RBCs, platelets and a white blood cell. (c) 10X objective-lens (NA=0.2) microscope image 

of the same FOV as in (b) is shown for comparison purposes. Scale bar in (c) is 20 µm. 

I have tested the imaging performance of the handheld lensless microscope of Fig. 3.2 

with various cells and particles (such as red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets, as well as 3, 

5, 7 and 10 µm polystyrene particles), the results of which are summarized in Figs. 3.3 - 3.5. In 

these experiments, the reconstruction results of the presented digital microscope were compared 

against conventional microscope images of the same FOV obtained with 10X and 40X objective 

lenses with numerical apertures of 0.2 and 0.6, respectively. This comparison illustrates that the 

presented lensless on-chip microscope achieves sub-cellular resolution sufficient to determine 

the type of a white blood cell (granulocyte, monocyte or lymphocyte – towards 3 part differential 

imaging) based on the texture of its stained nuclei. 
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Figure 3.4 Various objects imaged using the lensfree incoherent holographic microscope of Fig. 3.2(a) are 

illustrated and compared against 40X objective-lens (NA=0.6) images of the same FOV. The bottom row illustrates 

the lensfree incoherent holograms that are digitally processed to reconstruct the middle row images. The last 3 

columns are taken from a blood smear sample, whereas the other 4 columns on the left are imaged within a 

solution/buffer. Same imaging parameters as in Fig. 3.3 are used. 

For blood smear imaging experiments (see Fig. 3.3 and last 3 columns of Fig. 3.4), 

whole blood samples were treated with 2.0 mg EDTA/ml; and 1μL of sample was dropped on 

the top of a type 0 (zero) glass cover slip and another identical cover slip was used for 

spreading and smearing the blood droplet over the entire cover slip with about 30 degree of 

smearing angle. Smeared specimen was air-dried for 5 min before being fixed and stained by 

HEMA 3 Wright-Giemsa staining kit (Fisher Diagnostics). Dipping dried samples into three 

Coplin jars which contain methanol based HEMA 3 fixative solution, eosinophilic staining 

solution (HEMA 3 solution I) and basophilic solution (HEMA 3 solution II), respectively, 

was performed five times in a row for one second each step. Then, the specimen was rinsed 

with de-ionized water and air-dried again before being imaged. For aqueous imaging of 
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whole blood samples (see 4
th

 column of Fig. 3.4), I used RPMI 1640 classic liquid media 

with L-Glutamine (Fisher Scientific) as a diluent to achieve a desired dilution factor.  To 

achieve accurate dilution, I followed the international standard
64

 established by the 

International Council for Standardization in Hematology (ICSH). 

 

Figure 3.5 Full field-of-view (~24 mm
2
) reconstructed image of a sample that is composed of 3, 7 and 10 μm 

polystyrene particles is illustrated. The raw holographic image is captured using the lensfree microscope of Fig. 

3.2(a). Integration time: 220 ms; D=50 µm; z1=~4 cm, z2=~1 mm.  

This compact and light-weight lensless holographic microscope has orders-of-magnitude 

improved light collection efficiency and is very robust to mechanical misalignments it may offer 

a cost-effective tool especially for telemedicine applications involving various global health 

problems such as malaria, HIV and TB. 
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3.3 Lensfree Microscopy on a Cellphone 

Several diagnostic tests today are still conducted using conventional optical microscopes 

that are not always compatible with compact wireless systems to be used in resource limited 

settings. To address this important need, an important research direction is to miniaturize the 

existing designs of lens-based microscopes to be compatible with cellphones, while making use 

of the installed digital camera of the phone. Recent approaches
65-66

 successfully demonstrated 

both the significance and the feasibility of this approach.
  

 

Figure 3.6 (a) A lensfree cellphone microscope which operates based on incoherent in-line holography is shown. 

The additional hardware installed on the cellphone weighs ~38 grams (<1.4 ounces) and is composed of an 

inexpensive light emitting diode (at 587 nm) with an aperture of ~100 µm in front of the source. This cellphone 

microscope does not utilize any lenses or other bulky optical components and operates with a unit fringe 

magnification to claim the entire active area of the sensor as its imaging field of view. The samples to be imaged are 

loaded from the side through a mechanical sample holder. (b) Schematic diagram of the microscope attachment 

shown in (a) is illustrated. 
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In order to provide a complementary effort to this important need in telemedicine, here I 

illustrate an alternative digital microscopy platform running on a cellphone.
32

 This holographic 

cellphone microscope does not utilize any lenses, lasers or other bulky optical components which 

greatly simplifies its architecture making it extremely compact and light-weight, such that only 

~38 grams (~1.34 ounces) of attachment to the cellphone is required (see Fig. 3.6). Instead of 

using a coherent light source (e.g., a laser) as in conventional holography approaches,
53

 an 

inexpensive light-emitting-diode (LED) is utilized to vertically illuminate the samples, which can 

be mechanically loaded into the cellphone from the side as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. This incoherent 

LED light is initially filtered by passing it through a large aperture of ~100 µm diameter to better 

control the spatial coherence of the illumination at the sensor plane. This large aperture also 

provides orders of magnitude improved light transmission efficiency as well as tolerance to 

misalignments. This spatially filtered LED light, after travelling in air a distance of ~4 cm (see 

Fig. 3.6(b)), interacts with the sample of interest, where each cell/particle within the sample 

scatters and refracts the incoming LED light based on its size, 3D morphology, sub-cellular 

elements, and refractive index. The interference of the light waves that passed through the cells 

with the unscattered LED light creates the hologram of each cell, which is detected using the 

CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) detector array that is already installed on 

the cellphone camera unit. The lensfree hologram of each cell is extremely rich (despite the 

simplicity of the recording geometry) and permits rapid reconstruction of its microscopic image 

through digital processing as discussed in the Chapter 2. 

 A MotoZine ZN5 phone from Motorola is used as the starting base of this lensfree 

cellphone microscope. However, I should also emphasize that the presented technique can 

easily be installed on various other camera cell-phones (independent of the operating system, 
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the communication protocol or the service provider). This cellphone has a 5Mpixel color 

(RGB) sensor installed on it, which I used to capture the raw lensfree holograms as described 

in earlier sections. The LED source (OSRAM Opto Semiconductors Inc., Part# LY E63B-

CBEA-26-1-Z – Center wavelength: 587 nm, Bandwidth: ~20 nm) is butt-coupled to a ~100 

µm pinhole without the use of any focusing or alignment optics, illuminating the entire FOV 

of ~23.8 mm
2
 of the cell-phone camera chip. Following Fig. 3.6, typical distances used in 

this design are ~4 cm between the source and the sample; and <1.5 mm between the sample 

and the sensor planes. The LED source is powered through a flat-battery installed at the top 

of the unit. The disposable samples to be imaged are loaded into the lensfree cellphone 

microscope within a mechanical tray from the side as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. This entire 

holographic microscope unit that attaches to the cellphone body weighs ~38 grams (~1.34 

ounces) including the battery, the LED, the sample tray and the other mechanical 

components. In terms of the cost of the cellphone modification, excluding labor and the 

custom-made plastic components shown in Fig. 3.6, the other significant components are the 

LED (0.35 USD per piece for <10 units; 0.18 USD per piece for ~2000 units) and the flat -

battery (0.2 USD per piece for ≥100 units), the cost of which can be further reduced through 

mass-production. 

To convert a cellphone into a microscope to be used in telemedicine applications 

there are several approaches that one can take. If the cellphone does not have an installed 

camera unit on it, one can create an ultra-compact and light-weight digital microscope that 

can attach to the cellphone through e.g., a USB interface. Such a unique combination of a 

cellphone and a compact microscope can be used for telemedicine purposes to wirelessly 

transmit the acquired images to a remote location such as a central hospital or a clinic. In this 
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platform, however, I have explored the use of the existing digital camera unit of the 

cellphone to create a microscope as part of the cellphone. For this task, I have adapted 

lensfree holographic on-chip imaging and made it compatible with an existing camera-

cellphone to conduct microscopy on a cellphone.  

The color sensor that was already installed on the camera-phone is used to record the 

lensfree holograms of the cells. This color sensor chip, unlike a monochrome one, has color 

filters at each pixel yielding what is known as the Bayer pattern composed of a periodic array 

of red-green-blue (RBG) pixels. In a regular lensfree holographic microscope, a color sensor 

would hardly be the optimal choice, since not all the pixels would receive enough light under 

quasi-monochromatic illumination, which in this case is at ~587 nm. As summarized in Fig. 

3.7, to handle this issue of hologram distortion due to the Bayer pattern of the camera-phone, 

a digital image reconstruction process involved an extra step
32

 of converting the raw format 

(Bayer Pattern Image) into a monochrome equivalent image before conducting holographic 

reconstruction of the particle (e.g., cells) images. 

 

Figure 3.7 De-Bayering algorithm developed to create monochrome holographic images from Bayer patterned 

output of the lensfree cellphone microscope is summarized. Red and Green channels of the acquired raw 
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holographic image are equalized using a background image that was recorded with identical illumination conditions 

as the object. Blue pixels are estimated from their Red and Green neighbors (which include high SNR information) 

using an edge-aware interpolation approach and are further refined through an iterative recovery process with the 

help of an automatically generated object support mask. Finally, the recovered hologram is up-sampled and fed into 

a custom-developed holographic reconstruction algorithm (see Chapter 2) to create the corresponding microscopic 

images of the objects. 

To demonstrate the performance of this lensfree cellphone microscope, I imaged 

several micro-particles (with diameters of 3 and 7), as well as red blood cells, white blood 

cells, and platelets, the results of which are summarized in Fig. 3.8. In these experiments, the 

disposable samples were inserted into the lensless cellphone microscope from the side for 

detection of their holographic shadows, illustrated in Fig. 3.8 bottom row. These holographic 

shadows were then digitally processed using a custom-developed reconstruction algorithm to 

create the microscopic images of the samples shown in the same figure within the middle 

row. Because of its significance for global health, I also imaged a waterborne parasite, 

namely a Giardia Lamblia cyst, with this lensfree cellphone microscope, the result of which 

is also illustrated in Fig. 3.8, first column. For comparison purposes, the same objects were 

also imaged using a conventional lens-based microscope (see Fig. 3.8 top row), providing a 

decent match to the lensfree imaging results. The spatial resolution of the lensfree 

reconstructions, under unit fringe magnification, is limited by the pixel size of the sensor, 

which in this case was ~2.2 µm for each color pixel. For a monochrome sensor of the same 

pixel size, it can be normally achieved a sub-pixel resolution of ~1-1.5 µm as discussed in 

previous section, however, the distortions and the lower signal to noise ratio introduced by 

the color filters under quasi-monochromatic illumination relatively degrades the spatial 

resolution when compared to a monochrome sensor. With recently emerging sub-micron 
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pixel CMOS sensors
67

, the resolution could be further enhanced to claim < 1 µm.   

 

Figure 3.8 (a) Imaging performance of the lensfree cellphone microscope shown in Fig. 3.6(a) is compared against a 

regular microscope (10X objective lens, 0.25 numerical aperture) for various micro-objects, including red blood 

cells, white blood cells (monocytes and granulocytes), platelets, Giardia Lamblia cyst, as well as 3 and 7 µm 

diameter particles. The lensfree holograms captured by the cellphone sensor are digitally processed within less than 

30 ms to reconstruct microscopic images of the specimen as shown on the middle column. 

An important benefit of this lensfree cellphone microscope towards telemedicine and 

global health related applications could be to bring the function of microscopy to remote 

locations for performing more accurate medical diagnostics or even for screening of water 

quality in resource poor environments. For this end, in an ideal setting, the cellphone itself 

should be used not only for the actual holographic image acquisition, but also for wireless 

transmission of the raw images together with other related information (such as demographic 

data of the patient, the location, etc) to a central computer installed in e.g., a clinic or a 

hospital for gathering larger sets of data from remote locations. This implies that the 

holographic reconstruction process can ideally be performed remotely such that the 
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computational burden on the cellphone hardware can be significantly reduced. Using a cost-

effective graphics processing unit (GPU) installed in e.g., a central hospital, the digital image 

reconstruction from the raw holograms captured by this cellphone microscope can be 

achieved within less than 1 second, i.e., the end-users can quickly have access to the 

reconstructed microscopic images through wireless communication. 

The above discussed model of operation surely relaxes the hardware and software 

requirements on the cellphone unit, which is the right step to further reduce the cost, size and the 

weight of the lensless microscopy platform. However, it puts the entire burden on wireless data 

communication, which can be expensive and time consuming depending on the status of the 

network. To mitigate this problem, I investigated the compressibility of raw holographic images 

to better estimate the minimum amount of digital holographic data to be transmitted over the 

wireless link without an apparent loss of resolution in the microscope image. As a result of this 

study (see Fig. 3.9), It was found out that the recorded holograms with this lensfree cellphone 

microscope are highly compressible, such that for one pixel of the holographic image it would 

only be necessary to transmit (on average) ~3 Bits in PNG (portable network graphics) format, 

which provides lossless compression. This implies that 1 Mega Pixel worth of raw holographic 

data would require transmission of only ~0.375 Mbytes. In other words, to transmit a 

holographic image that contains the microscopic information corresponding to a field of view of 

~5 mm
2
, it would be needed to transfer only 0.375 Mbytes over the wireless network. Fig. 3.9 

summarizes these results by showing how the reconstructed image is getting affected as one 

quantizes the holographic image using different bit depths and saves it in PNG format. These 

results imply that it can be quickly communicated back and forth between the lensfree cellphone 

microscope and the central processing unit with much smaller data rates (compatible with GSM 
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networks) reducing the total cost of wireless data transfer without degrading the microscopic 

image quality. 

 

Figure 3.9 The change in the reconstructed image quality of the lensfree cellphone microscope is illustrated as a 

function of the number of steps used for uniform quantization. The objects are red blood cells and a granulocyte on a 

blood smear sample. The top row presents the processed lensfree holograms of the cells captured by the cellphone 

microscope, where the digital size (in kBytes, when saved in PNG format) of each holographic image is indicated at 

the left corner as an inset. The middle row presents the reconstructed images of the cells for each bit depth. These 

results demonstrate that even for a bit depth of 4 (the second column on the right), the holographic recovery still 

remains very good at an average image size of 2.94 Bits/Pixel. This implies that for one pixel of the holographic 

image it would only be necessary to transmit (on average) 2.94 Bits in PNG format. In other words, 1 Mega Pixel 

worth of holographic data (corresponding to an imaging field of view of ~5mm2) on average would require 

transmission of only ~0.38 Mbytes. 

I believe that this compact and light-weight microscopy platform running on a 

cellphone could be very important especially for various global health problems by providing 

infectious disease diagnosis from bodily fluids, as well as rapid screening of the quality of 

water resources. 
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Chapter 4 Lensfree Microscopy for Global Health Applications 

4.1 Water Quality Management using Field-Portable Lensfree Holographic Microscopes 

Waterborne diseases associated with insufficient provision and sanitation of water 

resources stand for one of the most important global challenges endangering human health 

and well-being especially in the developing parts of the world. The same danger also occurs 

during natural disasters and wars, where water treatment and sewage faci lities lose their 

functionality. As a matter of fact, the occurrence of waterborne diseases has been 

dramatically increasing worldwide including in highly industrialized countries such as the 

United States.
68-71

 Two widely spread examples of such diarrheal diseases include Giardiasis 

and Cryptosporidiosis which are caused by protozoan parasites,
72

 namely Giardia Lamblia 

and Cryptosporidium Parvum, respectively. Unfortunately, these parasites can survive in cold 

water for several weeks and are resistant to most of the conventional water treatment 

methods such as chlorination.
73

 

Various approaches have been demonstrated so far for identification and 

quantification of pathogens in drinking and recreational water resources.
74-92

 Traditional 

culture-based methods are time-consuming and have serious drawbacks due to lack of 

accurate enumeration methods as well as rapid transition of some of the species into non-

culturable state after being released into freshwater.
77,78

 To address the challenges of these 

laborious tools, culture-independent techniques have also been demonstrated, which utilize 

various technologies including polymerase chain reaction (PCR),
79,80 

 DNA microarrays and 

biosensors,
81-83 

surface plasmon resonance,
84

 immunomagnetic separation,
85

 flow cytometry, 

as well as opto-fluidics and others.
86-92

 Although these approaches complement each other 
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and emerge as effective tools for detection of pathogens in water, such platforms require 

moderately complex maintenance and operation skills together with relatively bulky and 

expensive architectures which partially hinder their application in field settings.  

To provide an alternative solution to this important problem, here I investigate the use of 

the field-portable lensfree holographic microscope described in Chapter 3 (see Fig. 3.2(a)) to 

image and automatically detect pathogenic protozoan parasites such as Giardia Lamblia and 

Cryptosporidium Parvum at low concentration levels of <400/mL without the use of any pre-

concentration steps.
52

 Having a total imaging field of view of ~24 mm
2
 (i.e., more than an order 

of magnitude larger FOV than a typical 10X objective lens) together with a numerical aperture 

(NA) of ~0.1-0.2, this compact and light weight microscope may provide an important high-

throughput analysis tool for combating waterborne diseases especially in resource poor settings.  

To investigate the performance of the lensfree holographic microscope as a screening tool 

for water quality management, I imaged heterogeneous and homogeneous solutions of two 

protozoan pathogens; Giardia Lamblia Cyst and Cryptosporidium Parvum which are commonly 

spread by contaminated drinking water (see Fig. 4.1). In these experiments, parasite suspensions 

were fixed in 5% Formalin at pH 7.4 / 0.01% Tween 20 with a concentration of 5x10
6
 

parasites/mL (Waterborne Inc., USA). Each parasite sample is placed between two identical 

type-1 glass slides using a micro-pipette.
93

 This disposable sample is then positioned onto the 

sample tray located on the side of the lensfree microscope shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Fig. 4.1 left 

column illustrates the raw lensfree holograms of these pathogens (over selected regions of 

interest that are digitally cropped from a much larger FOV of ~24 mm
2
). The middle column of 

the same figure shows the reconstructed microscopic images of these parasites (see Chapter 2 for 

lensfree image reconstruction process). For comparison purposes, the same regions of the sample 
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are also imaged using a 40X objective lens (NA~0.65) as illustrated in the right column of Fig. 

4.1, which very well match to the lensfree reconstruction results. 

 

Figure 4.1 Lensfree holographic imaging results of homogeneous and heterogeneous samples of G. Lamblia Cyst 

and Cryptosporidium Parvum are illustrated. The raw holographic images (first column on the left) are acquired 

using the lensfree microscope shown in Fig. 3.2(a); and are digitally processed using custom developed image 

reconstruction algorithm
37

 explained in Chapter 2. Holographic reconstruction results (middle column) show very 

good agreement with the corresponding images obtained using a 40X objective-lens (NA~0.65) shown on the third 

column. Note that because the samples were suspended in a solution, their relative orientations are slightly shifted in 
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the microscope comparison images. Since Cryptosporidium Parvum samples are relatively small with weak 

scattering properties their transmission microscope images are rather faint; therefore red arrows were used to point 

to their locations. 

Next, I imaged Giardia Lamblia Trophozoite samples using the same lensfree 

holographic microscope (see Fig. 4.2). Compared to cyst stage (Fig. 4.1), Trophozoites have 

flagella and nuclei, together with a more complicated morphology and subcellular structure (Fig. 

4.2). As shown in Fig. 4.2, holographic reconstruction enables imaging of both the phase and 

amplitude of these smear samples which nicely match with the 40X objective lens images of the 

same samples, revealing both the flagella as well as the inner features of the stained Giardia 

Lamblia Trophozoites. For these experiments, 1 µL of G. Lamblia Trophozoite sample (~10
6
/mL) 

is dropped on the top of a type-0 glass slide and another glass slide is used for smearing the 

sample droplet with ~30 degrees spreading angle. Smeared specimen was air-dried for 5 minutes 

in room conditions. For the staining process, air-dried samples were sequentially dipped into 

three jars which contained HEMA 3 fixative solution, HEMA 3 Eosinophilic staining solution 

(Fisher Scientific), and de-ionized water, which was then repeated 5 times in a row.  

These images shown in Figs. 4.1-4.2 illustrate the success of the lensfree holographic 

microscope for faithfully imaging Giardia Lamblia Cysts, Cryptosporidium Parvum and 

Giardia Lamblia Trophozoites. However the concentration of the imaged parasites in these 

experiments was ≥ 10
6
/mL, which does not shed any light on the detection sensitivity limits 

of this platform. As a matter of fact, the lensfree holographic microscope of Fig. 3.2(a) has 

significant advantages to provide rapid screening of large volumes. First, its imaging field of 

view is ~24 mm
2
, which is significantly larger than lens based conventional microscopes. 

Second, in terms of depth of field, lensfree in-line holography is quite advantageous since it 
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can image a deeper channel, permitting larger volumes to be screened in a single shot.  

 

Figure 4.2 Lensfree holographic imaging results of G. Lamblia Trophozoite smears are illustrated. The raw 

holograms of the samples are acquired using the lensfree microscope of Fig. 3.2(a) and are shown on the left column.   

The second and third columns at the middle show the reconstructed phase and amplitude images from these lensfree 

holograms, respectively. The flagella of the G. Lamblia Trophozoite samples are clearly visible in both the phase 

and amplitude images. For comparison purposes the same smear samples are also imaged using a 40X objective lens 

(NA~0.65) the results of which are shown in the right column, which nicely match to lensfree reconstruction results. 

In order to test the detection limits of the lensless holographic microscope, I further 

imaged and automatically characterized parasite counts of several diluted samples containing 

Giardia Lamblia Cysts (see Fig. 4.3). I should emphasize that the standard pre-concentration 
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steps
94-96

 that enrich the density of the sample before the detection process are not used here as 

my aim was to exclusively quantify the counting limits of the lensfree holographic microscope. 

In these automated parasite counting experiments, I started with an initial concentration 

of >1.5 10
6 

parasites/mL, and then diluted it by 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192 times to create 4 

batches of known parasite concentrations, corresponding to 1510/mL, 755/mL, 378/mL, and 

189/mL respectively. The original cyst concentration was double checked with a regular bright-

field microscope for validating the accuracy of the parasite density. 13 measurements were then 

made for each one of these dilution levels (i.e., 52 measurements total). In each measurement, 

the sample solution was placed within a custom-made cuvette that had a controlled depth of 2.5 

mm. Before imaging, I let the samples in the cuvette sediment for ~20 minutes, after which the 

cuvette was imaged using the lensfree holographic microscope shown in Fig. 3.2(a). These 

holographic images were then reconstructed to create microscopic images of the sample, which 

were digitally processed for automated counting of Giardia Lamblia Cysts using a custom 

developed pattern matching algorithm.
52,97

 The results of this automated counting process are 

summarized in Fig. 4.3, which indicates that the lensfree holographic microscope on average 

counted 81.6, 39.9, 23.7 and 16.0 Giardia Lamblia Cysts over the entire imaging FOV (~24 mm
2
) 

for original cyst concentration levels of 1510/mL, 755/mL, 378/mL, and 189/mL, respectively. 

Considering the fact that the channel height is 2.5 mm in each cuvette, these average count 

values per FOV correspond to measured parasite densities of 1372/mL, 671/mL, 398/mL, and 

270/mL, which exhibit an average error of 9.1%, 11.1%, 5.3%, and 42.9% for each dilution level, 

respectively (see Fig. 4.2 for details). In these results, no data points among 52 measurements 

were eliminated regardless of their value with respect to the mean and the standard deviation. By 

simply eliminating the maximum and the minimum of the measured values in each batch (which 
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reduces the number of data points to 11 from 13 for each dilution level), then the mean error in 

concentration measurements reduced to 7.4%, 7.3%, 3.5% and 37.2%, respectively. These results 

validate the performance of the lensfree holographic microscope to quantify Giardia Lamblia 

Cyst concentration of a solution down to a level of 385 parasites/mL with a mean error of <10%. 

For a lower concentration of ~190 parasites/mL, this mean error increased to ~40% which 

corresponds to a standard deviation of only ~3 parasites per imaging FOV (24 mm
2
). I should 

also underline that using well established pre-concentration steps such as centrifugation and 

filteration,
94-96

 I can further improve the detection limit by a factor of e.g., ~100X to claim a 

detection sensitivity of <5 parasites/mL. 

 

Figure 4.3 Lensfree holographic microscope of Fig. 3.2(a) is used to image 4 different batches of diluted water 

samples containing Giardia Lamblia cysts at concentration levels of 1510/mL, 755/mL, 378/mL and 189/mL. For 
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each dilution level, 13 different lensfree holograms corresponding to different samples of the same batch were 

acquired and digitally processed to reconstruct microscopic images of the samples. These reconstructed images were 

then automatically counted yielding the number of cysts per frame (over an imaging FOV of ~24 mm2). The above 

figure illustrates the mean and the standard deviation of these count results, which accordingly measured the average 

parasite concentration in each dilution level as 1372/mL, 671/mL, 398/mL, and 270/mL respectively. The mean 

errors in these parasite concentration measurements are 9.1%, 11.1%, 5.3%, and 42.9% respectively. These results 

validate the performance of the lensfree holographic microscope to quantify Giardia Lamblia cyst concentration of a 

solution down to a level of ~380 parasites/mL with a mean error of <10%. This also implies that using well 

established pre-concentration steps such as centrifugation and filteration,
94-96

 I can potentially improve the detection 

limits by a factor of e.g., ~100X to claim a detection sensitivity of <5 parasites/mL. 

In summary, screening of water quality is a vital requirement to prevent water-associated 

diseases caused by insufficient sanitation techniques. Although current water-treatment methods 

offer effective solutions, highly populated urban areas and resource-limited settings still have 

this risk, and outbreaks continue to occur. Therefore, ancillary testing tools for rapid and 

quantitative determination of pathogenic contaminants in field-settings are needed to ensure 

public well-being. The use of lensfree holographic on-chip microscopes can be especially helpful 

for the detection of waterborne parasites within a mechanically robust, alignment-free and highly 

sensitive platform. These initial results demonstrate the promising potential of this field-portable 

on-chip imaging tool for rapid screening of contaminants in both fresh and recreational water 

resources. 

 

4.2 Lensfree Imaging of Antibody Microarrays for High-Throughput On-Chip Detection 

of Leukocyte Numbers and Function 

Leukocytes (white blood cells) are a heterogeneous mixture of cell types categorized 

based on size, shape of the nucleus, expression of surface markers and secretion of cytokines.  
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The numbers of leukocytes and proportions of leukocyte subsets change drastically in the 

presence of infections, malignancies and autoimmune disorders, making analysis of leukocyte 

subpopulations valuable in the diagnosis and monitoring of disease.
98

 For example, the number 

of CD4 T cells and CD4/CD8 ratio are the key parameters used in monitoring human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and AIDS.
99-101

 Release of signaling molecule called cytokines is 

central to T-cell’s role in orchestrating a well-coordinated immune response involving other 

leukocyte subsets.  Therefore, T-cell cytokine profiling is an important indicator of immune 

system competency in fighting infections such as HIV.
102-104

 Traditionally, leukocytes are 

phenotyped based on surface antigen expression and cytokine production using flow 

cytometry.
105,106

 While enabling multi-parametric, high-throughput characterization of 

leukocytes, flow cytometry is expensive and complicated making this technology suboptimal for 

blood analysis performed at the point of care or in a resource-poor setting.  As a result, 

considerable effort has been directed towards the development of miniature devices for simple 

and inexpensive leukocyte analysis.
107-111

  

The number of CD4 T-cells in blood is the key diagnostic marker of HIV progression to 

AIDS and is routinely monitored in conjunction with antiretroviral therapy. Therefore, 

significant emphasis has been placed on development of miniature devices for CD4 T-cell 

counting.
108,110,111

 To provide a solution to this need, microfluidic devices modified with anti-

CD4 antibodies (Abs) have been used to capture CD4 T-cells and have been shown to accurately 

predict T-cell numbers when compared with flow cytometry.
108

 Rapid enumeration of cells 

captured inside the microfluidic device has been another important area of research where cell 

detection schemes based on electrical properties of cells or cell lysate have been described.
112,113
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However, these approaches do not directly visualize the cells and may be susceptible to sample-

to-sample variation. 

 

Figure 4.4 (A) Design of an antibody (Ab) microarray for capturing leukocytes and detecting secreted cytokines. T-

cell Ab spots were printed next to spots for detection of IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-2. Antimouse IgG spots provided 

negative control whereas biotin spots were used for positive control. (B) Principle of operation of the assay. T-cells 

are captured in the immediate vicinity of cytokine-sensing Ab spots. On-chip activation of T-cells results in release 

of cytokines and detection of these secreted molecules on adjacent Ab spots. Sandwich immunoassay with 

colorimetric readout is used to visualize cytokine signal. (C) Ab microarrays are integrated with a microfluidic 

conduit to minimize blood volume required for analysis. T-cell capture and cytokine detection occurs in the 

microfluidic device.  
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In this section, I explore the use of lensfree holographic microscopy as a rapid, high-

throughput cost-effective method for monitoring cell and cytokine signals on Ab microarrays.
114

 

Towards this end, a microarray composed of cell-(anti-CD4, -CD8) and cytokine-specific (TNF-

, -IFN-, -IL-2) Ab spots was printed on hydrogel-coated glass slide (see Fig. 4.4), integrated 

into a silicone rubber microfluidic device, and incubated with human blood.  Lensfree 

holographic imaging (described in Chapter 2) of Ab microarrays and (see Fig. 2.1 and 3.2) 

quantified CD4 and CD8 T-cell numbers as well as TNF-, IFN-, and IL-2 signals. The use of 

Ab microarrays in tandem with high-throughput lensfree on-chip imaging paves the way to 

simple and cost-effective micro-devices for multi-parametric blood analysis at the point of care 

or in resource-poor settings. 

Given the complexity of the immune response, it is clearly beneficial to be able to 

determine multiple immune markers from the same blood sample. To this end, the goal of the 

present work is to demonstrate that the simplicity and the cost-effectiveness of the device need 

not compromise information content of blood analysis. One way to enable multi-parametric 

blood analysis is to create surfaces containing antibody microarrays where different Ab spots 

encode for cell surface antigens or secreted molecules.
115

 For this end, the integration of Ab 

arrays inside fluidic devices and capture of pure CD4 and CD8 T-cells on Ab spots has been 

previously demonstrated.
114,116

 More recently, the strategies for detecting secreted cytokines or 

other proteins in the immediate vicinity of captured cells were described.
117-119

 While these 

previous reports pointed to the possibility of multiplexed analysis of cells and secreted cytokines 

from blood, cell enumeration was carried out by laborious manual counting while cytokine 

signals were detected with an expensive fluorescence laser microarray scanner. Creating a rapid, 

multi-parametric as well as high-throughput platform to address this important problem, I 
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combine the lensfree holographic imaging with antibody microarrays for the analysis of 

leukocytes from human blood. Please refer to the Reference 114 for more details on the methods 

and materials for the printing of Ab microarrays for cell and cytokine detection as well as its 

integration into a microfluidic device (see Fig. 4.4). 

 

Figure 4.5 Lensfree holographic imaging- and conventional microscopy-based characterization of CD4 and CD8 T-

cells on 300 μm diameter Ab spots. Subpanels demonstrate 10× objective-lens microscope images, representative 

raw holograms (amplitude), and reconstructed and counted holograms of the same Ab spots. Automated CD4 and 
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CD8 cell counting results using lensfree holographic microscopy match very well with conventional microscope 

count results. 

To highlight the tandem use of Ab microarrays and lensfree holography platform for 

leukocyte phenotyping, I characterized the CD4/CD8 ratio from blood of healthy volunteers and 

HIV-infected patients. In these experiments, counts obtained by lensfree holographic imaging 

were compared to traditional brightfield microscopy to validate the optical characterization 

approach. Fig. 4.5 compares typical 10x objective-lens microscope images with raw holograms 

as well as the reconstructed holographic images of T-cells captured on 300 µm diameter Ab 

spots. Automated identification algorithms
114

 ensured that cell numbers obtained with 

holographic imaging were in good agreement with microscopy based counts. In a typical 

experiment, cells bound on 10 different CD4 and CD8 spots were enumerated and averaged to 

account for spot-to-spot variability. Fig. 4.6 compares CD4 and CD8 numbers obtained by 

lensfree holographic imaging and conventional microscopy-based counting for 10 T-cell clusters 

formed on 300 µm diameter Ab spots. These results show excellent agreement between the two 

approaches. A tremendous advantage of this approach is that automated cell counting of the 

entire imaging field of view (∼24 mm
2
) of the lensfree holographic imaging platform takes less 

than a few seconds even using a modest CPU (e.g., at 1.8 GHz). 

It should be noted that immunostaining was not required in these T-cell counting 

experiments. Given the high purity of CD4 and CD8 T-cells on Ab spots, the phenotype was 

determined solely based on location of the cells within the microarray. The “location gating” was 

used to assign CD4 and CD8 phenotype to cells residing on anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 Ab spots, 

respectively. After determining the numbers of CD4 and CD8 T-cells, the CD4/CD8 ratio could 

be easily established. Fig. 4.7 shows CD4/CD8 ratios of healthy volunteers (n=5) and HIV-
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infected patients (n=4) determined by lensfree holographic imaging and conventional bright field 

microscopy, respectively. As seen from these graphs, there was a close agreement between the 

two cell counting approaches. Lensfree imaging had significant benefits of capturing a large field 

of view and providing a rapid cell number readout. The CD4/CD8 ratios of HIV-infected patients 

were considerably lower than those of healthy subjects (see Fig. 4.7); this is consistent with 

depletion of CD4 T-cells during HIV. 

 

Figure 4.6 Representative histograms showing CD4 and CD8 T-cell counting on an array of Ab spots (n=10). 

Exemplary holographic imaging results are shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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The results of Figs. 4.5-4.7 further demonstrate that lensfree scanning allowed one to 

accurately enumerate surface-bound cells for a large array of Ab spots. T-cell binding to Ab 

microarrays occurred after 15 min of incubation with RBC depleted blood whereas automated 

counting of cells on microarrays with lensfree imaging required <4 s using a modest CPU. These 

results provide proof-of-concept multi-parametric analysis of leukocyte numbers and subset 

proportions using novel integration of Ab microarrays and lensfree holographic imaging. The 

information content of this cytometry platform will be further enhanced in the future by 

including on the same microarray chip various other Abs for capturing different leukocyte 

subsets (e.g., neutrophils, monocytes, and B-cells). 

In summary, I employed lensfree holographic microscopy for high-throughput analysis of 

Ab microarrays without the use of any lenses or mechanical micro-scanners. Holographic 

microscopy allows rapid enumeration of CD4 and CD8 T-cells captured on Ab spots and 

determination of the CD4/CD8 ratio in blood of healthy and HIV infected subjects. The future 

development of a cytometry device integrating Ab microarrays, microfluidic sample delivery, 

and lensfree on-chip imaging will enable low cost yet multi-parametric blood analysis at the 

point of care or in low resource settings. 
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Figure 4.7 CD4/CD8 ratios obtained by lensfree holographic imaging platform as well as conventional microscopy 

for (A) healthy volunteers (n=5) and (B) HIV-infected patients (n=4) are illustrated. Automated lensfree holographic 

counting results were in close agreement with conventional lens-based microscopy counting. 
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Chapter 5 Lensfree Super-Resolution Microscopy using Wetting 

Films on a Chip 

5.1 Introduction 

Screening vital signs of epidemics such as disease-marker cells, parasites or other 

contaminants within e.g., bodily fluids and water resources is a challenging task to perform in 

resource-limited field settings. As a result of the progress in advanced microscopy techniques, 

there has been considerable attention to investigate various infectious disease markers.
120-132

 

However, the use of such advanced microscopy modalities for the evaluation of infectious 

disease markers has been partially limited to well-established facilities due to their relatively 

bulky and complex architectures as well labor-intensive operation principles. Towards this end, 

field-portable lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy
47-51,133

 has been demonstrated as a 

robust and cost–effective platform that is based on the recovery of high resolution digital in-line 

holograms of the objects through acquisition of multiple spatially shifted lensfree frames (see 

e.g., Fig. 5.1(b-c)). This on-chip microscopy modality is also based on partially coherent 

illumination such that the scattered optical fields from a specimen (e.g., a cell) interfere with the 

un-scattered background optical field creating in-line holograms of the objects located on a given 

opto-electronic sensor chip (see Chapter 2 for more details). This field-portable lensless 

microscope
47

 achieves < 1 µm resolution over a large imaging area of ~24 mm
2
, which is > 100 

fold larger compared to e.g., a typical 40X objective-lens. Furthermore, since it does not require 

any bulky optical components or precise mechanical alignment, it provides a compact and cost-

effective imaging tool
47

 to rapidly monitor microscopic samples even in resource limited field 

environments. 
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On the other hand, the imaging performance of this lensfree pixel super-resolution 

microscopy is still limited by the detection SNR, which may pose certain limitations for imaging 

of e.g., weakly scattering phase objects that are refractive index matched to their surrounding 

medium such as sub-micron bacteria in water. To mitigate this limitation and significantly 

improve the imaging SNR and contrast, in this chapter, I demonstrate the use of ultra-thin 

wetting films to enhance the lensfree on-chip imaging capabilities toward reconstruction of finer 

morphological features of the samples having dimensions of e.g., ~0.5 µm.
46

 

Wetting thin-film dynamics have already been widely studied in chemistry and 

biology
134-136

 and were also utilized in imaging and sensing applications to enhance image 

contrast and sensitivity.
137-141

 Among these prior results, a recent application of thin wetting 

films towards on-chip detection of bacteria
140,141

 provides a promising approach where formation 

of evaporation-based wetting films was used to enhance e.g., diffraction signatures of bacteria on 

a chip. While quite promising, this previous approach
140,141

 unfortunately cannot reveal 

microscopic images of the specimens under test, and is therefore limited in scope especially for 

handling heterogeneous or unknown samples, where fine morphological features of the objects 

need to be microscopically imaged for identification and characterization purposes. 

Here I demonstrate an alternative implementation of thin wetting films on a chip that 

permits repeatable and reliable improvement in image quality of the field-portable lensfree 

super-resolution microscopes,
46

 revealing deeply sub-micron spatial features of even weakly 

scattering objects over a large imaging area of ~24 mm
2
 (see Fig. 5.1). I demonstrate the 

improved performance of the lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy platform by imaging 

various objects on a chip such as E. coli, human sperm, Giardia lamblia trophozoites, polystyrene 

micro beads as well as red blood cells (RBCs). Creating a sensitive, high-resolution and wide-
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field micro-analysis toolset that can even work in remote or resource-poor environments, this 

wetting film based lensfree imaging platform could especially be important for combating global 

health challenges in third-world countries. 

 

Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic diagram of wetting film formation procedure (not drawn to scale). After wetting film 

samples were formed on plasma cleaned glass cover slips, stable micro-lens effect is verified by multiple lensfree 

imaging experiments spread over a day. (b) Schematic diagram of lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy set-up 

(not drawn to scale). The aperture to sample plane distance (Z1 = ~10 cm) is much larger than the sample to sensor 

plane distance (Z2 = ~0.8-1 mm) such that discrete spatial shifts of the illumination aperture (~100 µm diameter) 

results in sub-pixel shifts of lensfree object holograms on the digital sensor-array. This way the effective pixel size 

can be digitally reduced at the sensor plane down to e.g., 0.3-0.5 µm to create higher resolution lensfree images. (c) 

The corresponding lensfree holographic microscopy set-up which uses a partially coherent light source that is 

emanating from a large aperture (D = ~100 µm). Wetting film samples were directly placed onto the CMOS sensor-

chip which has an active imaging area of ~24 mm
2
. 

5.2 Experimental Methods 

For the imaging experiments reported here, I utilized Lensfree On-chip Pixel Super-
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Resolution Microscopy
47-51,133

 that has been previously introduced by our research group. This 

emerging lensfree on-chip imaging modality is based on partially coherent illumination (such as 

a simple light-emitting diode - LED) and relies on the acquisition of multiple lower resolution in-

line holograms (see Chapter 2)
 
of the objects (e.g., cells) which are spatially shifted with respect 

to each other by sub-pixel pitch distances (see Fig. 5.1(b-c)). Using an iterative pixel super-

resolution algorithm,
47-51, 142-145

 these sequentially captured lensfree holograms are digitally put 

together, recovering a higher resolution object hologram. This super-resolved lensfree hologram 

is then digitally processed through a custom-developed holographic image reconstruction 

software (see Chapter 2) to yield both phase and amplitude images of the specimens with sub-

micron resolution over a large field-of-view (FOV) of ~24 mm
2
. 

For the imaging experiments summarized in the next section, I used a quasi-

monochromatic light source (500 nm center wavelength; ~5 nm bandwidth; Cornerstone T260, 

Newport Corp., USA) that is emanating from a large aperture of ~100 μm diameter located at 

z1=10 cm above the digital sensor array (CMOS - Aptina MT9P031I12STM) (see Fig. 5.1(b-c)). 

The samples to be imaged were located typically at z2 < 1-2 mm from the active surface of the 

CMOS sensor-array.  

Lensfree holographic microscopy platform described above also operates with unit 

hologram fringe magnification to claim the entire active area of the digital sensor array as its 

imaging FOV. As a result of this, individual in-line holograms of the samples can be poorly 

sampled since each object hologram occupies a relatively small region on the sensor array. 

Lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy overcomes this undersampling issue due to the 

limited pixel density at the sensor-array e.g., a CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor) chip by digitally synthesizing higher resolution holograms that effectively have 
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much smaller pixel sizes. And therefore, lensfree pixel super-resolution microscopy can achieve 

an effective numerical aperture (NA) of e.g., ~0.4, corresponding to sub-micron spatial 

resolution over an imaging area that is equivalent to the active area of the opto-electronic sensor-

array (e.g., ~24 mm
2
 in this case). However, the imaging performance of the lensfree pixel super-

resolution microscopy is still limited by the detection SNR, which may pose certain limitations 

for imaging of e.g., weakly scattering phase objects. 

In order to mitigate SNR related limitations in partially coherent lensfree on-chip 

microscopy in general, I utilized ultra-thin wetting films which effectively act as micro-lenses 

over individual objects, and therefore enable significant SNR and contrast enhancement for 

microscopic imaging of fine spatial features of an object. Wetting film formation protocol that is 

described below is rather controllable and repeatable; and is therefore quite promising for 

practical implementations of this microscopy platform even in field settings. 

Prior to preparation of wetting films, samples of interest (which were obtained from 

vendors or cultured in laboratory conditions) were brought to room temperature. Giardia lamblia 

trophozoites were fixed in 5 % Formalin at pH 7.4 - 0.01 % Tween 20 (Waterborne Inc., USA) 

and dissolved in Phosphate buffered saline (PBS). For the particular case of trophozoites, I used 

zinc-free pure New Methylene Blue dye (Acros Organics) that is purified with 0.45 µm pore size 

Syringless Filter (Whatman) for the aqueous staining of the parasites. Frozen semen samples 

(California Cyrobank, USA) were thawed in 37C water bath for 10 minutes and then diluted 

with sperm washing medium (Irvine Scientific, USA). Whole blood samples (UCLA Blood 

Bank, USA) were incubated in room conditions for 30 minutes to acquire sedimented RBCs. 

Polystyrene beads were purchased from Thermo Scientific and E. coli specimens were cultured 

in UCLA Biomedical Engineering facility. 
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In order to form wetting films, the sample of interest is initially dissolved and agitated 

within 0.1 M Tris-HCl – 10 % PEG 600 buffer (Sigma Aldrich) and is incubated for 30 seconds 

in room temperature.  Using a lab pipette, a droplet of the resulting suspension (~5 µL) is placed 

onto a No. 1 glass cover slip (Fisher Scientific, USA) which was previously cleaned using a 

plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma). Then, the droplet is wiggled over the cover slip by gentle 

mechanical vibration for around 60 seconds, forming the thin wetting film over the specimen 

(see Fig. 5.1(a)). This vibration can be created simply by hand for better control of the droplet 

movement. It is also important to note that this procedure does not require the precise control of 

the droplet volume, as the wetting film spread can be easily adjusted depending on the imaging 

area of the CMOS sensor-array. 

For comparison purposes, I also prepared traditional smear samples of E. coli and sperm 

(without the formation of thin wetting films) which I used to comparatively demonstrate the 

improvements of wetting films on the image quality. For preparation of these conventional 

smears, each specimen was centrifuged for 1 minute at 3000 rpm and 2 μL of sedimented sample 

was dropped onto a No. 1 glass cover slip. Another cover slip was then used for smearing the 

droplet with an angle of ~30 degrees and air dried for ~5 minutes.  

5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion 

I initially demonstrated the performance of wetting films by lensless holographic imaging 

of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. coli and human RBCs (see Fig. 5.2). Note that some of the 

fine morphological features of these objects that typically have dimensions smaller than e.g., 

~0.5 µm (such as the width of trophozoite flagella and the E. coli itself) generate relatively weak 

scattering signals and therefore their contributions to lensfree object holograms are rather 

limited. However, through the micro-lens effect of these wetting films, the contrast and SNR of  
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Figure 5.2 (a) Lensfree pixel super-resolution imaging results of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. coli and red blood 

cells are illustrated using thin wetting films (WSR). Digitally recovered super-resolved holograms (1
st
 column) are 

reconstructed to provide their lensfree microscopic images (2
nd 

column). 60X objective-lens (0.85 NA) bright-field 

microscope images of the same samples are also provided for comparison purposes (3
rd

 column). Since E. coli 

samples are relatively faint in their microscope images (due to their weak scattering cross-sections), I used red 

arrows to point to their locations in microscope comparison images. 
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the digital holograms of these weakly scattering features were significantly enhanced as shown 

in Fig. 5.2(a1-a6). As a result, their reconstructed lensfree microscopic images (Fig. 5.2(b1-b6)) 

successfully revealed finer features of these objects such as the flagella of Giardia lamblia 

trophozoites (Fig. 5.2(b1-b2)) as well as the unique doughnut shape of RBCs (Fig. 5.2(b5-b6)), 

providing a decent agreement to their corresponding 60X objective-lens (NA=0.85) microscope 

images (Fig. 5.2(c1-c6)). Note also that bright-field transmission microscope images of E. coli 

samples were particularly faint (even using a 0.85 NA objective-lens) due to their sub-

micrometer structure; and therefore I used red arrows to point to their locations (see Fig. 5.2(c3-

c4)). The same E. coli samples, however, were imaged with a rather strong contrast using the 

wetting-film based lensfree holographic microscope as illustrated in Fig. 5.2(b3-b4). This 

relative contrast improvement compared to a regular bright-field microscope is expected since 

lensfree in-line holography effectively behaves like a phase contrast microscope by indirectly 

detecting the optical phase information of the specimens in the form of holographic intensity 

fringes. 

Next, to provide a better comparison of the wetting film and its effect on the imaging 

quality, I conducted experiments on sperm smears that were imaged using lensless pixel super-

resolution microscopy with and without the formation of a wetting film (see Fig. 5.3). Without 

the wetting film, lensfree holograms of sperm samples did not show a major asymmetry in their 

fringe patterns (see Fig. 5.3(a1-b1)), which is due to the weaker scattering cross-sections of their 

tails compared to the sperm head. On the other hand, with the formation of the thin wetting film 

around the sperms, I observed a textural asymmetry on lensfree sperm holograms (e.g., compare 

Fig. 5.3(a1-b1) with 3(c1-d1)) which reveal the elongated holograms of sperm tails due to the 

presence of the thin wetting film. The same conclusion was also supported in the reconstructed  
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Figure 5.3 (a) Lensfree pixel super Lensfree super-resolution microscopic images of sperm samples are generated 

using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5.1 (b and c). Columns (a1-a4) and (b1-b4) are obtained without the use 

of wetting films, while columns (c1-c4) and (d1-d4) are obtained with the thin wetting films. Significant SNR and 

contrast improvement in the reconstructed lensfree holographic images is observed with the thin wetting films. For 

instance, the end of the sperm tail shown in (d4) with an arrow measures <0.5 µm in width, which was faithfully 

reconstructed using the wetting film based holographic microscope as illustrated in (d2) and (d3). Moreover, as 

shown in the digitally zoomed-in images (c3 and c4), lensfree phase recovery images revealed both the sperm tails 

as well as the surrounding wetting film due to the refractive index difference between two regions. 
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images (see e.g., Fig. 5.3(c2-d2)) such that with the wetting film, the fine morphological features 

of the sperm tails became much more visible compared to a regular smear without the wetting 

film (see Fig. 5.3(a2-b2)). As an example, the end of the sperm tail shown in Fig. 5.3(d4) with a 

red arrow measures <0.5 µm in width, which was faithfully imaged using the wetting film based 

lensless holographic microscope as illustrated in Figs. 5.3(d2) and 5.3(d3). Although the 

refractive index difference between the sperm tails and the surrounding medium created a 

sufficient contrast in the reconstructed phase images for both of the cases (i.e., with or without 

the use of the wetting film), phase as well as amplitude images of wetting samples were 

comparatively much better resolved as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Notice also that the physical 

existence of the wetting film over the sperm samples was further validated in the phase 

reconstruction results, showing the tail structure recovered inside the wetting film (see e.g., the 

digitally zoomed region of interest in Fig. 5.3(c3) inset). The same behavior can be also seen in 

the corresponding 60X objective-lens image as illustrated in Figure 5.3(c4) and its inset. 

An important feature of lensfree holographic microscopy is that by digitally changing the 

focusing distance (i.e., z2) different depths within the sample volume can be reconstructed. This 

feature is illustrated in Fig. 5.4, where for the same sperm sample shown in Fig. 5.3(d2-d3), I 

show two different reconstruction planes corresponding to z2 = 794 µm and 778 µm. Notice that 

since the wetting film induced micro-lens behaves physically different for the tail and the head of 

the sperm (due to significant differences in their morphology and size), as expected one can see 

the tail and the head get in focus at different reconstruction planes (e.g., the tail is in focus at z2 = 

794 µm whereas the head gets in focus at z2 = 778 µm as illustrated in Fig. 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4 By digitally changing the focusing distance (i.e., z2) different depths within the sample volume can be 

reconstructed using the lensfree super-resolution (SR) microscope. This feature is illustrated in this figure where 

for the same sperm sample shown in Fig. 5.3(d2-d3), I show two different reconstruction planes corresponding to 

z2 = 794 µm and 778 µm. Notice that since the wetting film induced micro-lens behaves different for the tail and 

the head of the sperm (due to differences in their morphology and size), once can see the tail and the head get in 

focus at different reconstruction planes (e.g., the sperm tail is in focus at z2 = 794 µm whereas the sperm head 

gets in focus at z2 = 778 µm). 

In order to further investigate the performance improvement of the lensfree microscopy 

platform due to thin wetting films, I imaged a polystyrene bead of 1 µm diameter as well as an E. 

coli sample with and without the wetting film (see Fig. 5.5). First, notice that without the wetting 

film, the lensfree super-resolved holograms of these objects did not reveal any “visible” 
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holographic signatures as illustrated in Figs. 5.5(a1-b1). Despite this fact, their reconstructed 

holographic images still revealed the weak signatures of these objects as illustrated in Figs. 

5.5(a2-b2). With the use of the wetting film, however, the lensfree holograms of these particles 

showed a significant SNR improvement as illustrated in Figs. 5.5(c1-d1), where the interference  

 

Figure 5.5 1 µm polystyrene bead and E. coli images are illustrated for both cases (Super-resolution only (SR) and 

Super-resolution using wetting films (WSR)) to quantify the relative SNR improvement. Using the wetting film, 

SNR increase of up to ~74 % and ~87 % in logarithmic decibel scale (corresponding to ~352 % and ~289 % in 

linear scale) is observed on lensfree amplitude reconstruction images of 1 µm bead and E. coli, respectively (see (a2) 

vs. (c2) and (b2) vs. (d2)). Also notice that the lensfree super-resolved holograms shown in (a1) and (b1) are not 

visible to bare eye since their signal intensity is quite weak without the wetting film. Despite this fact, reconstruction 

of these super-resolved holograms is still feasible as illustrated in (a2) and (b2), respectively. 

fringes are rather strong and are visible to bare eye, unlike Figs. 5.5(a1-b1). These improved 

holographic signatures then translated into much better reconstructed microscopic images as 

shown in Figs. 5.5(c2-d2). These results demonstrated a significant SNR enhancement of up to 

~74 % and ~87 % in dB (corresponding to ~352 % and ~289 % in linear scale) on lensfree 

amplitude reconstruction images of 1 µm bead and E. coli, respectively. These digital SNR 

values were calculated using the formula:  SNR = 20log10 |(max (I) - µ0) / σ0|, where I is the 
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intensity of the reconstructed image, and μ0 and σ0 are the mean and the variance of the 

background noise region, respectively. Note also that the wetting film based lensfree 

reconstructed image of E. coli (Fig. 5.5(d2)) shows not only a higher contrast and SNR but also 

the elongated rod-shaped structure of the bacteria is more visible with the wetting film compared 

to the reconstruction results without the wetting film (Figure 5.5(b2)). As I discussed earlier, 60X 

bright-field microscope comparison images are again quite faint (see e.g., Fig. 5.5(d3)) compared 

to the holographic reconstruction results. 

 

Figure 5.6 Wide-field (FOV ~ 24 mm
2
) high-resolution imaging of a heterogeneous wetting film sample that is 

composed of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. coli and sperm is demonstrated. This constitutes >100 fold larger FOV, 

when compared to a bright-field optical microscope using e.g., a 40X objective-lens. For comparison purposes, 
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conventional bright-field microscope images of zoomed-regions of interest are also provided (60X objective-lens; 

0.85 NA), where E. coli samples were marked with red arrows due to their faint contrast. 

Finally, a full field-of-view (i.e., 24 mm
2
) lensfree holographic image of a spiked wetting 

film sample that is composed of Giardia lamblia trophozoites, E. coli and sperm samples is 

illustrated in Fig. 5.6 in order to demonstrate the wide imaging area of this on-chip microscopy 

platform. Considering the additional contrast and SNR improvements due to the micro lens effect 

of these wetting films, such a high-throughput and high-resolution microscopy platform can be 

very useful to rapidly evaluate e.g., bodily fluids or water samples even in remote locations or 

field settings. Moreover, the wetting film formation procedure described here is rather repeatable 

which makes it applicable even in resource limited environments with relatively low level of 

training. 

In summary, I demonstrated the performance improvement of lensfree on-chip super-

resolution microscopy due to wetting film induced micro-lens effect by imaging various micro-

objects such as Giardia lamblia trophozoites, human sperm, polystyrene beads, E. coli as well as 

RBCs. Experimental results yielded up to 4 fold SNR improvement, showing better recovery of 

sub-micron features of specimens such as sperm tails and flagella of Giardia lamblia parasites. 

This wetting film approach allows a stable and repeatable micro-lens effect on individual objects 

to enhance the capabilities of the field-portable lensfree holographic microscopes. Therefore, it 

may provide a quantitative toolset to carry out highly-sensitive measurements even in resource-

limited environments without the need for advanced sample preparation procedures. 
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Chapter 6 Wide-Field Optical Imaging of Single Nano-Particles 

and Viruses using On-Chip Microscopy and Self-Assembled Liquid 

Nano-Lenses 

6.1 Introduction 

Direct observation of nano-scale objects, e.g., viruses, is a challenging task for optical 

microscopy because the scattering from an individual nano-particle is typically weak at optical 

wavelengths. Electron microscopy therefore remains one of the gold standard visualization 

methods for nano-particles, despite its high cost, limited throughput, and restricted field-of-view. 

Here I describe a new high-throughput on-chip imaging approach that uses stable and 

biocompatible wetting films to self-assemble aspheric liquid nano-lenses around individual nano-

particles to enhance the contrast between the scattered and the background (unscattered) light.  

By analytically calculating the three-dimensional geometry of the liquid lens that forms around 

each nano-particle, the effect of the nano-lens is modeled as a spatial phase mask centered on the 

particle, which is also confirmed through finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulations. 

The holographic diffraction pattern of this effective phase mask is then pixel super-resolved in 

the far-field to directly image, for the first time in on-chip microscopy, individual sub-100 nm 

particles across a large field-of-view of >20 mm
2
, i.e., more than two orders-of-magnitude larger 

than other nano-imaging techniques. Such a wide-field on-chip microscopy modality that is 

capable of directly imaging nano-particles within a field-portable design could especially be 

important for the detection and enumeration of viruses. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, I 

also imaged single adenoviruses and influenza A (H1N1) viral particles using the same on-chip 
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microscopy technique, thus creating new opportunities for rapid medical diagnostics in point-of-

care and field conditions. 

6.2 Experimental Methods 

In this section, I describe the experimental methods and procedures that have enabled 

high-throughput optical imaging and detection of individual sub-100 nm particles and 

moderately-sized viruses across an ultra-large FOV of e.g., 20.5 mm
2
 (Fig. 6.1(a)).  Unlike some 

of the advanced imaging modalities,
1-30

 this technique does not circumvent the optical diffraction 

limit to boost spatial resolution and therefore cannot serve as a replacement for an ultra-high 

resolution microscopy modality, but instead it dramatically improves signal-to-noise and contrast 

to enable nanoparticle detection and imaging over a very large FOV. At the heart of this 

approach lie two complementary techniques: (1) self-assembled liquid nano-lenses; and (2) 

lensfree holographic microscopy on a chip. Note here that the term ‘lensfree’ refers to the lack of 

an ‘imaging’ lens or its equivalent between the sample and the sensor planes, i.e., these self-

assembled liquid nano-lenses or the micro-lenses installed on each pixel of an opto-electronic 

sensor-array are not considered as ‘imaging’ lenses. Using a sample preparation technique that 

only involves portable equipment and non-toxic chemicals, liquid nano-lenses are assembled 

around each nano-particle seated on a hydrophilic surface (see Figs. 6.1(b) and (c)). These liquid 

lenses are composed of a biocompatible buffer that is stable for more than an hour at room 

temperature without significant evaporative loss.  This buffer prevents nano-particle aggregation 

while also acting as a spatial phase mask that relatively enhances the scattered light from the 

embedded nano-particle/nano-lens assembly. Liquid film coatings with different compositions 

and sample preparation methods have been previously used in conjunction with optical 

microscopy, however these earlier methods employed thick (e.g., ~1 µm) and continuous films, 
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rather than isolated nano-lenses self-assembled around individual particles, as a result of which 

they could not enable the detection of single nano-particles that are smaller than ~0.5-1 µm in 

width or diameter.
46,140

  

 

Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic diagram of lensfree pixel super-resolution holography set-up (not drawn to scale). The 

quasi-monochromatic light source is located at Z1= ~8-12 cm above the sensor plane, illuminating the sample of 
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interest (e.g., nano-particles) that is placed very close to the sensor surface (e.g., Z2= ~300 µm). The fiber-coupled 

source is shifted on a 2D plane (with discrete steps of ~0.1 mm) to create sub-pixel (<1.12 µm) shifts on the detector 

plane. A pixel super-resolved holographic image is then generated from these sub-pixel shifted lower resolution 

holographic frames. (b) Self-assembled liquid nano-lens (meniscus) shapes.  (i)-(iii) show the theoretical predictions 

of the meniscus shape for 200 nm polystyrene spheres for different contact angles.  (i) corresponds to s = 10 and p 

= 50.  In (ii), a smaller substrate contact angle results in greater nano-lens coverage, while in (iii) a smaller particle 

contact angle results in a thicker nano-lens.  (iv) shows an SEM image of a 1 µm bead with the residue from the 

nano-lens that has been desiccated by the SEM sample preparation procedure.  The lateral extent of the residue 

agrees well with the fluid model predictions. The inset shows a cartoon of the 3D FDTD model used in the 

simulations. For comparison, an SEM image of a regular smear sample (without the nano-lens) of 1 µm beads is 

shown in (v). (c) Sample preparation for the formation of self-assembled liquid nano-lenses is illustrated. After the 

liquid lenses are formed around individual nano-particles, the sample is stable for more than one hour in ambient 

conditions without any observable degradation. 

One of the most appropriate optical techniques to image such nanoscale phase objects is 

holography because it converts the phase information into intensity oscillations through a 

heterodyne detection gain. Therefore, I used partially-coherent lensfree digital in-line holography 

(see Chapter 2) to sample the interference between the unscattered background light and the far-

field diffraction patterns of individual nano-lens/nano-particle complexes using an opto-

electronic sensor-array (Fig. 6.1(a)). Since this platform operates under unit magnification 

without the use of any imaging lenses, its object FOV is equal to the active area of the sensor-

array, easily reaching e.g., 20-30 mm
2
 using state-of-the-art CMOS imaging chips that are now 

commonplace in modern cellphones, or 10-20 cm
2
 with CCD imaging chips.

146
 The native 

resolution of these opto-electronic chips and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of holographically 

reconstructed images can be further improved by pixel super-resolution techniques.
21,22,147-149

 

Here I implement pixel super-resolution through source-shifting
46-51

 as illustrated in Fig. 6.1(a).  
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This technique captures several lensfree diffraction holograms from the same nano-particle, 

where the partially-coherent light source is shifted in small increments, on the order of e.g., 0.1 

mm. A single pixel super-resolved holographic image is then synthesized from these sub-pixel 

shifted holograms, and is finally reconstructed to yield phase and amplitude images of the 

individual nano-particles together with their surrounding self-assembled liquid lenses. 

These self-assembled nano-lenses are generated using a sample preparation procedure 

that is described in Fig. 6.1(c). In the imaging experiments, I worked with concentrated nano-

particle solutions (polystyrene beads from Corpuscular Inc.), as well as cultured influenza A 

(H1N1) viral particles and adenoviruses, diluted in 0.1 M Tris-HCl with 10% PEG 600 buffer 

(Sigma Aldrich). I then prepare a hydrophilic substrate by plasma-treating a glass coverslip using 

a portable and light-weight plasma generator for approximately 5 min, which is a critical step in 

enabling self-assembled liquid nano-lens formation. Immediately after plasma-treatment, a 5-10 

µL droplet of the diluted nano-bead/virus suspension is transferred to the center of the 

hydrophilic glass substrate (Fig. 6.1(c)-i). The sample is held flat for three minutes to allow for 

partial sedimentation of the nano-particles, and then tilted with a slope of 3°-5°, so that gravity 

slowly drives the droplet toward the edge of the substrate with an average speed of less than 1 

mm/s (Fig. 6.1(c)-ii). A sparse monolayer of nano-objects with surrounding liquid lenses remains 

in the wake of the droplet (Fig. 6.1(c)-iii).  Once the droplet reaches the edge of the substrate, the 

excess fluid is removed by tilting the sample at an angle of 15°-20° (Fig. 6.1(c)-iv). Following 

this last step, the nano-particle/virus sample is then flipped 180° and is placed onto a CMOS 

sensor array for lensfree holographic image acquisition (Fig. 6.1(a) and 6.1(c)-v).  At this point, 

the remaining fluid volume in each nano-lens is so small that its 3D geometry is mainly 

determined by surface tension, making the effect of the gravity negligible, i.e., this final 180° 
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rotation step does not affect the nano-lens geometry. The entire sample preparation process takes 

less than 10 minutes, and is performed without the use of a cleanroom. 

After the sample preparation, lensfree holographic super-resolution image acquisition 

(see Chapter 5) is performed using either only the green pixels of a 16 megapixel color (RGB) 

CMOS chip or a large area monochrome CCD chip (see e.g., Figs. 6.2-6.5).
146

 The sample is 

illuminated with a quasi-monochromatic fiber-coupled light source located at Z1 = 8-12 cm 

above the sensor array, as shown in Fig. 6.1(a).   For further miniaturization and field portability, 

the light source can also be a single LED or an array of LEDs, enabling a compact imaging 

architecture. Because of the small object-to-sensor distance as shown in Fig. 6.1(a) (i.e., Z2 ≈ 300 

μm), the spatial coherence, temporal coherence, and illumination alignment requirements in the 

imaging set-up are all relaxed, significantly reducing the speckle and multiple reflection noise 

artifacts over the entire active area of the CMOS array. On the other hand, because of unit 

magnification and the finite CMOS pixel size (1.12 µm), individual lensfree holograms are 

undersampled, partially limiting the achievable spatial resolution and SNR. To mitigate this 

limitation, I implement a pixel-super resolution technique that digitally merges multiple 

holographic images that are shifted with respect to each other by sub-pixel pitch distances into a 

single high resolution image.
46-51,146

 Discrete source shifts of approximately 0.1 mm translate to 

sub-micron hologram shifts at the detector plane due to the large Z1 to Z2 ratio of >200.  These 

pixel super-resolved high resolution holograms are then used to digitally reconstruct the complex 

object field at the sample plane using iterative phase retrieval techniques to eliminate twin image 

noise and obtain higher SNR microscopic images of the sample.
46-51,146

  

The contrast enhancement observed in the imaging results (summarized in the 

Experimental Results and Discussion section below) due to the formation self-assembled liquid 
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nano-lenses is also supported by fluid and optical system models.  To shed more light on the 

observations, the shape of the nano-lens meniscus around each nano-particle is modeled using 

the Young-Laplace equation
150-153

: 
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)  ( ) 

where    is the over-pressure within the meniscus,   is the fluid density,   is the gravitational 

acceleration constant,   is the height of the meniscus,   is the surface tension, and (   ⁄ ) and 

(   ⁄ )  are the curvatures of the meniscus along its two principal directions.  The Young-

Laplace equation holds in general at length scales greater than a few tens of nanometers; below 

this scale, additional forces such as dispersion, van der Waals, steric, or electrostatic forces must 

also be taken into account.
153,154

 

Equation (1) can nondimensionalized by the characteristic pressure √   , which presents 

the capillary length scale    √ (  )⁄ : 
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For water,      mm, while for aqueous PEG solutions the surface tension can be a factor of 

two smaller over a wide range of concentrations with similar density, making the capillary length 

shorter but still of roughly millimeter length.
155

 The overpressure in the film    is coupled to the 

volume of the fluid surrounding the nano-particle, and is determined by the formation process of 

the liquid nano-lenses.  As the fluid slowly drains due to the <5 tilt applied during sample 

preparation, the sparse nano-particles pin the receding contact line until the surface tension of the 

fluid in contact with a nano-particle can no longer support the hydrostatic pressure of the 

deformed contact line, at which point the fluidic bridge between the nano-particle and the bulk 
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receding contact line ruptures.
156-158

  The maximum extent of the contact line deformation before 

rupture is on the order of the nano-particle size.
159 

Therefore the overpressure in the film immediately before and after rupture is on the 

order of     , which makes    √    of order           . Note also that the gravitational 

term      is of the same order.  However, the curvature terms are of order          .  From 

this scaling analysis, this analysis is found to be in the low Bond number limit where only the 

curvature terms are significant.
151 

 It is important to note that this approximation,       , 

neglects the rapid rupture process, where the fluid bridge pinches off and additional overpressure 

may be introduced.  However, quantifying this effect requires numerical fluid dynamic 

simulations
159-160

 that are beyond the scope of the presented work; and more importantly, with 

the        approximation, a good agreement to the nano-particle imaging experiments 

(presented in the Experimental Results and Discussion section below) is observed. 

Under these assumptions, the Young-Laplace equation (1) reduces to finding a surface 

with zero net curvature.  In cylindrical coordinates, this can be written as,
151
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where    ( ) is the radial coordinate of the meniscus at an elevation   above the substrate, and 

primes indicate derivatives with respect to  .  The general solution to this nonlinear second-order 

ordinary differential equation can be written as a hyperbolic cosine: 

 ( )  
 

  
    [ (    )]    ( ) 

I refer to this last equation as the “Nano-lens Equation”, which is used to determine the 3D 

geometry of the self-assembled liquid lens around each nano-particle. In this equation,   and   
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are constants that are determined by the contact angle at the particle (  ), the contact angle at the 

substrate (  ), as well as the particle radius    , i.e., 

          (     )  ( ) 
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 (  )            

       (  )      
)   ]  ( ) 

where    is the elevation of the meniscus-particle contact line and  (  )  is defined as, 

 (  )  
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The elevation    of the contact line can be determined by numerically solving the following 

transcendental equation derived from the intersection between the spherical particle surface and 

the meniscus shape, resulting in: 

(       (  )      ) [       (
 (  )            

       (  )      
)   ]  

  

       
   ( ) 

The particle diameter    linearly scales both the height and lateral extent of the 

meniscus, but does ‘not’ affect its shape or aspect ratio. Although both    and    influence all 

aspects of the meniscus shape,    most significantly affects the radial extent of the meniscus, 

while    moderately affects its thickness.  

Some representative solutions of the nano-lens equation (4) for different contact angles 

are shown in Fig. 6.1(b) i-iii. The measured contact angle of a ~1 mm radius droplet on a 

plasma-treated glass coverslip is       , and the measured contact angle on a polystyrene 

surface is       .  I use these macroscopic contact angles as nominal values for the 

microscopic system in Fig. 6.1(b)-i since the contact angles cannot be directly measured at this 

size scale.  Small variations in contact angles can affect the aspect ratio of the meniscus, as 
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illustrated in Fig. 6.1(b) ii and iii, but do ‘not’ alter its general shape.  The scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) image shown in Fig. 6.1(b)-iv is typical of the nano-lens after it has been 

desiccated by the vacuum required in SEM sample preparation.  Although the original shape of 

the liquid film has not been preserved due to vacuum, it is clear that the liquid residue from the 

film only extends a distance on the order of the particle diameter, in good agreement with the 

model predictions (e.g., see the curve in Fig. 6.1(b)-iv). 

6.3 Experimental Results and Discussion 

In order to investigate the holographic imaging performance improvement due to 

formation of self-assembled liquid nano-lenses on single nano-particles, I have conducted 

various imaging experiments for the detection of single 60-400 nm beads and viruses (i.e., 

adenoviruses and influenza A (H1N1).  

As shown in Figs. 6.2-6.5, utilizing self-assembled nano-lenses on lensfree holographic 

imaging enables wide field detection of nano-scale objects even at distant regions on the sensor-

arrays. In Fig. 6.2, I have used a CMOS imager (Sony RGB sensor, 1.12 µm pixel size) for the 

lensfree detection of heterogeneous sample of nano-scale particles over an imaging FOV of >20 

mm
2
 (5.2 mm x 3.9 mm) and acquired corresponding SEM images of the same sample to verify 

the lensfree experimental results. The effect of the number of holographic frames used for pixel 

super-resolution on the contrast and SNR of the nano-particle images is characterized in the 

lower set of panels in Fig. 6.2. In these experiments, various lensfree holographic images of 95 

nm beads were reconstructed from pixel super-resolved images synthesized using e.g., 1, 4, 8, 

16, 36 and 64 sub-pixel shifted holographic frames, respectively. Reconstruction of a single 

lensfree frame did not provide any satisfactory result for imaging of these 95 nm particles, 

whereas increasing the number of holographic frames employed in the pixel super-resolution 
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algorithm significantly enhanced the contrast and the SNR of individual nano-particles, as 

illustrated in Fig. 6.2.  

 

Figure 6.2 The upper set of panels shows regions of interest from opposite sides of the CMOS chip. The black 

marks within the FOV are placed to ease finding the corresponding SEM images of the nano-particles. Raw lensfree 

Bayer-pattern RGB images are converted into high-resolution monochrome holograms via pixel super-resolution.  

Reconstructing the holographic images enables the detection of nanoparticles, as verified by scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). The lower set of panels shows the improvement of the contrast and SNR of the reconstructed 95 

nm particles by the lensfree pixel super-resolution technique. Even with nano-lenses, individual beads cannot be 
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discerned using a single lower resolution lensfree holographic image; however, increasing the number of frames 

used in pixel super-resolution sufficiently improves the contrast and SNR of the reconstructed amplitude images 

such that individual 95 nm beads can be detected using nano-lenses. I have chosen a single 95 nm bead (shown 

within the red dotted square) and quantified this SNR enhancement, revealing that ≥ 16 sub-pixel shifted lensfree 

frames is sufficient to observe individual sub-100 nm particles using nano-lens based holographic imaging. A 

corresponding bright-field oil-immersion objective-lens (100X, NA=1.25) image of the same sample, with insets of 

cross-sections of individual nano-particles is also shown for comparison. Scale bars in the upper set of panels are 5 

µm; all SEM images are at the same scale. 

In Fig. 6.3, additional lensfree reconstruction that was digitally cropped from a much 

larger field of view (i.e., > 20 mm
2
 – active area of the CMOS sensor-array) and corresponding 

SEM verifications from the same heterogeneous nano-bead sample as in Fig. 6.2 are shown.  

 

Figure 6.3 Additional reconstructions and corresponding SEM verifications from the same nano-bead sample as in 

Fig. 6.2 are shown.  Red arrows are used to locate the ≤ 100 nm beads, whereas blue arrows point out the beads 
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having diameters between 100 nm and 150 nm. Please also note that the lensfree reconstructed image was digitally 

cropped from a much larger field of view (i.e., > 20 mm
2
 – active area of the CMOS sensor-array). 

In Fig. 6.4, I illustrate the lensfree imaging of 200 nm particles over a wide FOV of 37 

mm x 25 mm, that is approximately one-half of the active area of a 39 megapixel CCD chip 

(KAF-39000, Kodak, 6.8 µm pixel size). This FOV is more than 45 fold larger than the CMOS 

sensor-array used in Fig. 6.2. However the larger pixel size, i.e., 6.8 µm (CCD) vs. 1.12 µm 

(CMOS), also makes it more challenging to detect the lensfree signatures of nano-particles.  

 

Figure 6.4 Ultra-wide field CCD-based lensfree imaging results of 200 nm particles using self-assembled nano-

lenses are shown.  The black marks within this FOV (top left) are placed to ease finding the corresponding 60X 
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objective lens (NA=0.85) images of the nano-particles. The reconstruction process here is similar to that used with 

the CMOS sensor with minor adjustments because the CCD is monochrome, while the CMOS has a Bayer color 

pattern. The implementation of pixel super-resolution results in an effective pixel count of more than 0.75 gigapixels 

across this FOV. a1 and b1 were digitally cropped from A and B, respectively, which were also cropped from the 

much larger image FOV (37 mm x 25 mm). Lensfree raw holographic images as well as their pixel super-resolved 

counterparts for a1 and b1 are shown together with their amplitude and phase reconstructions. Iterative twin image 

(TI) elimination algorithm described in Chapter 2 was utilized to suppress the TI noise of reconstructed particles. 

Arrows point out the locations of 200 nm particles in holographic reconstructions as well as their corresponding 

objective lens images. Note that some of the stationary particles visible in microscope comparison images are 

located on the objective lens, not on the samples. Red scale bars in a1 and b1 are 20 µm. 

 

Figure 6.5 CCD-based lensfree imaging results of 100-150 nm particles using self-assembled nano-lenses are shown.  

Same as in Fig. 6.4, some of the stationary particles visible in the microscope comparison image are located on the 

objective lens, not on the samples. To digitally clean such objective lens artifacts, I also show a background 
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subtracted microscope image to better illustrate the locations of the nanoparticles on the sample, providing a decent 

match to the lensfree reconstructions. SEM comparisons are also provided for some of the particles within the same 

field of view; unless otherwise mentioned, all the numbers noted in these SEM images refer to the diameter of the 

corresponding nanoparticle. White scale bars: 20 µm; Blue scale bars: 5 µm. 

Similar to Fig. 6.4, in Fig. 6.5, various nanoparticles with sizes ranging between 100 nm 

and 150 nm are imaged using a wide-field CCD chip (KAF-39000, Kodak, 6.8 µm pixel size, 

full field-of-view: ~18 cm
2
). The much larger pixel size (~6.8 µm) when compared to the CMOS 

imager (~1.1 µm) makes it more difficult to detect individual nano-particles; however, the 

reconstructed images, especially the phase image, provide a decent contrast. Please also note that 

the reconstruction process utilized in CCD based lensfree experiments is similar to that used with 

the CMOS sensor with minor adjustments because the CCD is monochrome, while the CMOS 

has a Bayer color pattern. 

The combination of self-assembled liquid nano-lenses and holographic computational on-

chip microscopy enables the detection of individual sub-100 nm particles (see Figs. 6.2 and 6.3) 

that are not visible with holographic imaging techniques alone, and have extremely low contrast 

even under conventional oil-immersion objective-lenses e.g., with a numerical aperture (NA) of 

1.25. As an example, I demonstrate in Fig. 6.6 that without the liquid nano-lenses, neither 198 

nm nor 95 nm diameter polystyrene beads provide a signal above the background noise level in 

the lensfree holographic imaging setup.  However with the formation of the above discussed 

nano-lenses, these nano-particles become clearly visible in both phase and amplitude 

reconstructions as illustrated in Fig. 6.6 (also see Figs. 6.2 and 6.3).  Both with and without the 

liquid lenses, the presence of the nano-particles on the substrate is confirmed in these 

experiments using oil-immersion bright-field microscopy, although the contrast and SNR of 
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these images are rather low despite the use of a high power objective-lens (100X, NA = 1.25 – 

see Fig. 3).  On the other hand, using lensfree on-chip imaging, the contrast of the same nano-

particles are significantly improved (Fig. 6.6) after the formation of the nano-lenses, which act as 

spatial phase masks enhancing the diffraction holograms of individual nano-particles.  

 

Figure 6.6 Lensfree holographic imaging results of 198 nm and 95 nm polystyrene beads with and without self-

assembled liquid nano-lenses are illustrated.  Neither 198 nm nor 95 nm beads can be detected with lensfree on-chip 

imaging using regular smears (i.e., without the formation of liquid lenses). In contrast, the formation of liquid nano-
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lenses enabled the reconstruction of lensfree amplitude and phase images of both 198 nm and 95 nm beads. Nano-

lens based holographic images are in a good agreement with 100X (NA=1.25) oil-immersion objective images of the 

same samples. In these bright-field oil-immersion microscope images, however, the contrast is relatively poor, and 

intensity cross-section curves of individual nano-beads are shown in insets to aid in locating these beads.  The 

holographic images shown here are digitally cropped from much larger FOV of >20 mm
2
.  

In order to evaluate the optical effects of each nano-lens on the recorded lensfree 

holograms of the nano-particles, two numerical models are employed: (1) a finite-difference 

time-domain (FDTD) simulation followed by Rayleigh-Sommerfeld wave propagation; and (2) a 

thin-lens model followed by Rayleigh-Sommerfeld wave propagation (Also see Experimental 

Methods section).  In the FDTD model (see Fig. 6.1(b)), I simulate the particle (       )
161

, 

the nano-lens (       )
162

, and the substrate (       ) within a simulation volume of 20 x 

20 x 5 µm, calculating the amplitude and phase of the transmitted optical field 3 µm beyond the 

glass-air interface, i.e., no evanescent waves are considered as the detection occurs beyond the 

near-field.  These results are then substituted at the center of a larger (100 x 100 µm) 

homogeneous field (i.e., uniform plane wave) that is numerically propagated a distance of 

    μm (          μm), resulting in a simulated lensfree diffraction hologram.  In the thin 

lens model, however, 3D scattering is ignored and represent the particle and its surrounding 

nano-lens as a single 2D phase-only object whose phase delay as a function of radial coordinate 

is the free-space wavenumber    times the line integral of the optical path length in   through the 

entire depth of the materials at that coordinate. For both of these optical models, the nano-lens 

equation (4) of Experimental Methods section, described above, is used to estimate the 3D 

geometry of the liquid lens that forms around each nano-particle.  FDTD and thin-lens model 

simulation results for a 95 nm particle with surrounding nano-lens are illustrated in Fig. 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 (a) Under the thin-lens model, the object does not introduce any amplitude modulation.  (b) The large 

phase modulation from the bead and the more subtle modulation from the surrounding nano-lens are indicated.  A 20 

nm grid resolution is used to numerically model the system.  (c) and (d) Amplitude and phase of the thin-lens object 

after a free-space propagation of 3 µm.   (e) and (f) FDTD-modeled amplitude and phase recorded 3 µm after the 

glass-air interface, within the air gap between the sample and the sensor.  Because of the limited FDTD domain, the 

fields are truncated at a radius of 6.5 µm.  Within this region, there is very good agreement between FDTD and the 

thin-lens models.  (g-j) Simulated amplitude and phase reconstructions from the two models agree very well.  These 

reconstructions are obtained by propagating the fields to z = 300 µm, adding Gaussian noise with standard deviation 

1% of the mean hologram intensity, quantizing to 10-bit intensity levels, downsampling to a super-resolved pixel 

size of 0.28 µm, and finally back-propagating -300 µm to z = 0 µm. 

To provide a fair comparison to the experimental imaging results, numerically generated 

lensfree holograms are downsampled to a super-resolved effective pixel size (i.e., 0.28 µm); and 

then randomly generated Gaussian noise is added to each hologram, and the pixel values to 10-

bit levels are quantized.  In Fig. 6.8, these numerically-generated noisy holograms are used to 

attempt to reconstruct 95 nm particles with and without nano-lenses.  For both the FDTD and 

thin-lens models, the nano-lenses significantly improve the image contrast such that the nano-
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particle can be clearly distinguished from the background noise in both the amplitude and phase 

reconstructions. Without the liquid nano-lens, however, the same numerical models reveal that 

the signature of the 95 nm particle is effectively lost within the background noise (see Fig. 6.8), 

also agreeing with the experimental observations in Fig. 6.6.  

 

Figure 6.8 In (a), the results of an FDTD simulation are holographically propagated and then reconstructed, while in 

(b) the thin lens model is used to generate the holograms. The holographic imaging system is simulated using a 

super-resolved pixel size of 0.28 µm.  Both amplitude and phase reconstructions are shown in each case, where the 

nano-particle is located at the center of the frame.  The standard deviation of the Gaussian noise added to the 

holograms is 1% of the mean hologram intensity. 

A more detailed comparison between the experimental and theoretical nano-lens phase 

functions is illustrated in Fig. 6.9, which provides an independent verification of the nano-lens 

shape predicted by the theoretical analysis.  
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Figure 6.9 (a) shows the comparison between the experimentally reconstructed phase profiles (thin lines) and two 

different models (thick lines), based on the SEM bead size measurements in Fig. 6.3. Beads in the range 60 nm to 

140 nm (mean value 110 nm) are colored red. Beads in the range 160 nm to 245 nm (mean value 200 nm) are 

colored green. Beads in the range 310 nm to 360 nm (mean value 330 nm) are colored blue. Thick dashed lines show 

the thin-lens phase profile predicted by the Nano-lens Equation (Eq. 4 in Experimental Methods) using contact 

angles       ,         (   is an adjustable parameter here, but is consistent with the very small macroscopic 

contact angle measured using a sessile drop). Thick solid lines show the theoretically propagated and reconstructed 

thin-lens phase profiles. Propagation and reconstruction (solid lines) reduce the axial phase value when compared to 

the Nano-lens equation (thick dashed lines) near the center of the particle due to diffraction; however, the phase 

profiles in the wings of the nano-lenses are maintained as illustrated in this figure. The theoretically predicted 

reconstructions agree well with experimental curves, validating the mathematical form of the Nano-lens Equation 

(Eq. 4 in Experimental Methods). (b) shows a comparison between the theoretically propagated and reconstructed 

bead + nano-lens profiles from (a) (solid thick lines) and the much weaker theoretically propagated and 

reconstructed profiles for beads alone “without” the nano-lenses (thin dot-dashed lines). 

Furthermore, a numerical study of the effects of the nano-lens film properties (such as 

refractive index, extinction coefficient, substrate contact angle) is also presented in Fig. 6.10, 

shedding more light on the detection limits of this approach.  
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Figure 6.10 (a) Nano-lenses composed of absorbing or scattering films can increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 

making particles with surrounding nano-lenses (NL) easier to detect via both amplitude and phase reconstructions. 

(b) When the nano-lens is more wetting (smaller contact angle), larger lenses form, making particles easier to detect. 

(c) Higher refractive nano-lenses generate a stronger signal, making particle detection easier. All amplitude 

reconstructions without nano-lenses show SNR < 2dB here.  (d) Shorter wavelength illumination provides better 

SNR on average due to improved resolution. Background shading indicates particle detectability with a detection 

threshold between 9 and 12 dB.  The insets in (b) show the amplitude reconstructions for three points in the vicinity 

of this detection threshold. (a) and (b) assume a polystyrene particle size of 50 nm, while (c) and (d) assume a 

particle size of 75 nm. For all data in a given subplot, randomly-generated 1% Gaussian noise field is added at the 

holograms. In (a-c), this noise field results in identical noise fields at the reconstructed image plane and therefore 

smooth curves, as the reconstruction distance (z2 = 100 µm here) and wavelength ( = 480 nm) are the same for each 

data point. In (d), however, the wavelength is different for each data point, resulting in different reconstructed noise 

fields and the large scatter in SNR. Unless a parameter is being explicitly varied, all simulations assume a purely 

real film refractive index of 1.35, and a substrate contact angle of 10
o
. 
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Finally, using the same lensfree imaging platform, I demonstrated computational on-chip 

imaging of single H1N1 virus particles and sub-100 nm adenoviruses (see Fig. 6.11). Different 

super-resolved holographic regions of interest were digitally cropped from a much larger FOV 

(20.5 mm
2
) for these virus samples, and were then digitally reconstructed to yield both lensfree 

amplitude and phase images of the viral particles. For comparison, 100X oil-immersion objective 

(NA=1.25) and SEM images of the same samples are also shown, matching very well with the 

reconstructed images.  

 

Figure 6.11 Lensfree pixel super-resolved holographic images of individual influenza A (H1N1) viruses and 

adenoviruses (digitally cropped from a wide FOV of >20 mm
2
) are illustrated. Corresponding bright-field oil-

immersion objective-lens (100X, NA=1.25) images of the same samples, with insets of cross-sections of individual 

viruses are also shown for comparison. Since adenoviruses could not be observed under 100X oil-immersion optical 

microscopy, SEM was instead used for verification of the field of view. Holographic fringes for adenoviruses are not 
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clearly visible due to the weak signatures of these sub-100 nm particles. A tilted SEM image of a single H1N1 virus 

surrounded by a liquid nano-lens is also shown, as is a normal-incidence SEM image of a single adenovirus. Due to 

the vacuum involved in sample preparation prior to SEM imaging, the liquid lenses are desiccated in these SEM 

images.  

In summary, this computational on-chip imaging technique presented in this chapter can 

detect individual sub-100 nm particles and viruses across an ultra large FOV of 20.5 mm
2
, i.e., 

more than two orders-of-magnitude larger than other nano-imaging techniques. Through a 

wetting film based method that induces self-assembled liquid nano-lenses around individual 

particles, I reconstruct both amplitude and phase images of single nano-particles that were 

otherwise undetectable with on-chip microscopy. The enhancement provided by the self-

assembled nano-lenses is well-understood via analytical models of the liquid meniscus shape and 

numerical models of its contribution to the optical diffraction signal. These results are very 

promising to provide e.g., a highly-sensitive and high-throughput medical diagnostics and 

screening platform, especially for field settings and resource-limited environments. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

For decades optical microscopy has been the workhorse of various fields including 

engineering, physical sciences, medicine and biology. Despite its long history, until relatively 

recently, there has not been a significant change in the design and working principles of optical 

microscopes. Over the last decade, motivated partially by the quest to better understand the realm 

of the nano-world, super-resolution techniques started a renaissance for optical microscopy by 

addressing some of the most fundamental limitations of optical imaging such as the diffraction 

limit.
1-30

 This recent progress in microscopy utilized various innovative technologies to 

overcome the fundamental barriers in imaging and has created significant excitement in a diverse 

set of fields by enabling new discoveries to be made. However, together with this progress, the 

overall complexity and the cost of the optical imaging platform relatively increased which limits 

the wide spread use of some of these advanced optical imaging modalities beyond well-equipped 

laboratories. 

In the meantime, we have been also experiencing a rapid advancement in digital 

technologies, with much cheaper 2D solid state detector arrays having significantly larger areas 

with smaller pixels, better dynamic ranges, frame rates and signal to noise ratios, as well as much 

faster, cheaper and more powerful digital processors and memories. This on-going digital 

revolution, when combined with advanced imaging theories and numerical algorithms, also 

creates an opportunity for optical imaging and microscopy to face another dimension in this 

renaissance towards simplification of the optical imaging apparatus, making it significantly more 

compact, cost-effective and easy to use, potentially without a trade-off in its performance. As 

described in detail in this dissertation, lensfree holographic on-chip imaging can be considered to 
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be at the heart of this new opportunity and when combined with the advanced state of the art and 

cost-effective nature of digital electronics, it can provide a transformative solution to some of the 

unmet needs of cell biology and medical diagnostics especially for resource-limited 

environments. 

Meanwhile, the massive volume of wireless phone communication brings an enormous 

cost-reduction and unprecedented levels of access to cellphones despite their sophisticated 

hardware and software capabilities. Quite importantly, most of these existing cellphones are 

already equipped with advanced digital imaging and sensing platforms that can be utilized for 

various health monitoring applications Utilizing this advanced state-of-the-art of the cellphone 

technology towards medical diagnostics, imaging and/or sensing applications can offer numerous 

opportunities to improve health care especially in the developing world where medical facilities 

and infrastructure are extremely limited or even do not exist. For this revolution in health care to 

occur, lab-on-a-chip systems that can potentially be miniaturized to the level of a handheld 

wireless unit are needed. Ideally, such systems should better be compatible with the existing 

designs of cellphones, which will make their wide-spread use in the developing world much 

more cost-effective. In order to complement the efforts centered on this vision, in this 

dissertation, I have demonstrated the compact, light-weight and cost-effective lensfree stand 

alone and cell-phone microscopes as well as cell-phone based smart rapid diagnostics test reader. 

These telemedicine microscopes and diagnostics platforms provide an alternative diagnostics 

toolset which may be especially useful for healthcare delivery to resource-limited settings and 

contribute to our combat against global health challenges.  

In addition, I have also demonstrated a new lensfree nano-particle imaging modality, 

which is capable of directly imaging nano-particles within field-portable designs, providing a 
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highly-sensitive and high-throughput toolset for rapid medical diagnostics and screening 

especially for resource-limited regions of the world. This computational microscopy and nano-

particle imaging platform directly images, for the first time in on-chip microscopy, single sub-

100 nm particles (e.g., viruses) using self-assembled aspheric liquid nano-lenses around 

individual nano-particles across a large field-of-view of >20 mm
2
, i.e., more than two orders-of-

magnitude larger than existing nano-imaging techniques. 

Creating new opportunities for rapid medical diagnostics in point-of-care and field 

conditions, this lensfree microscopy and nano-particle imaging toolset may bring improved 

healthcare delivery especially to resource-poor regions of the world and may significantly benefit 

our fight against various global health challenges including HIV, malaria, waterborne diseases 

and viral infections. 
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Appendix:    Smart Rapid Diagnostics Test Reader running on a 

Cell-Phone for Real-time Mapping of Epidemics 

Early evaluation of infectious diseases is essential to prevent the long-term effects of 

emerging public health threats and to reduce disease burden. For this end, lateral flow 

immuno-chromatographic tests or Rapid-Diagnostic-Tests (RDTs) provide emerging tools to 

screen infectious diseases even in resource limited settings or remote locations where 

conventional approaches (e.g., clinical examination, standard lab-tests and microscopy, etc.) 

are limited or even not available. Penetration of RDT technologies to public health 

endeavours has generated several advantages including, but not limited to, better patient 

management where the infection symptoms are not specific to a particular disease (i.e., 

asymptomatic diseases), efficient surveillance of outbreaks in high-risk endemic areas, and 

wide-spread health care delivery by minimally trained technicians.
163-170

 

In parallel to the development of various RDTs, the current status of wireless 

telecommunication technologies exhibits a promising potential to be utilized for healthcare 

applications even in the least developed parts of the world. This existing wireless 

telecommunication infrastructure, and in particular cellphones, may provide stimulating 

opportunities to transform our global fight against e.g., infectious diseases, creating new 

avenues for cloud-based health monitoring & management platforms. 

Toward the same broad goal, here I demonstrate a compact and cost-effective RDT 

reader platform installed on a cellphone that can work with various lateral flow immuno-

chromatographic assays and similar tests to sense the presence of a target analyte in 

samples.
171

 This RDT reader attachment, weighing ~65 grams, includes an inexpensive 
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plano-convex lens, three light-emitting diode (LED) arrays, and two AAA batteries (see Fig. 

A.1). Installed at the back of the existing camera unit of a cellphone, this mechanical 

attachment allows digital acquisition of images (in reflection or transmission) of an RDT of 

interest. These raw images are then processed in real time through a custom-developed 

application/software running on the cellphone to generate an automated report that consists 

of test validation and reading of the diagnostic results as well as quantification of the test 

lines’ colour intensities (see Fig. A.2 and A.3). 

 

Figure A.1 (a-b) Different views of the smart RDT reader prototype installed on an Android phone (Samsung 

Galaxy S II). This light-weight (65 grams) and compact attachment can be repeatedly attached/detached to the 

cellphone body without the need for fine alignment and modification. To accommodate various RDT types using the 

same base attachment, customized sample trays are used. (c-d) Schematic diagrams of the designed optical RDT 
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reader attachment are shown. It utilizes three LED arrays with diffusers to ensure uniform illumination of the tests 

which are loaded to the attachment with customized trays. Two of the LED arrays are located underneath the RDT 

tray to illuminate it for reflection imaging, whereas a third LED array is used for top illumination to record 

transmission images of the same RDT. Powered by two AAA batteries, reflection and transmission illumination 

LED arrays are controlled manually by a physical switch located on the side of the attachment or digitally through 

the audio jack of the cellphone device (if available). Depending on the format of the diagnostic test, users can switch 

between the two illumination schemes (reflection vs. transmission) to acquire an image of the RDT with high 

contrast. This image is then rapidly processed within less than 0.2 sec/image through a custom-developed 

application running on the cellphone (see Fig. A.2) to generate an automated report that consists of test validation 

and reading of the diagnostic results as well as quantification of the test lines’ color intensities. 

This cellphone based RDT reader is also wirelessly integrated into a global 

database/server to store and organize its diagnostic results/reports and related data (e.g., RDT 

images, demographic data, test lot ID, etc.). The resulting spatio-temporal map of various RDTs 

(see Fig. A.4) can then be viewed and shared using internet browsers or through the same 

cellphone application connecting to the central server (protected by password), which can be 

quite useful for short- and long-term monitoring of temporal and spatial evolution of various 

infectious diseases or conditions that can be diagnosed and monitored through RDTs. It is also 

important to emphasize that size of the entire data package for each test (including the diagnostic 

report, digitally processed RDT image, patient information, etc.) to be sent from the cellphone to 

the server is less than 0.05 MBytes such that it does not put a major burden on the network. In 

case of poor wireless connectivity, these digital test reports are also stored locally at the 

cellphone memory to be automatically uploaded to the central servers when wireless connection 

becomes available. 
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Figure A.2 RDT reader application running on the cell-phone device. (a) Authorized users can access to the main 

menu of the application only after successful log-in. (b) A pull-down menu is displayed for the previously-

configured RDTs if user selects to image a new RDT. (c) Once the illumination scheme is chosen, users touch the 

cell-phone screen to digitally acquire image of the RDT that is then automatically processed and evaluated by the 

application. (d) Cell-phone application displays the RDT evaluation form including the validity and diagnostics 

results generated within <0.2 seconds. User can manually enter additional data to the evaluation form which is then 

uploaded to the central  database/server (e), presented on a Google Maps  based interface in real-time. (f) Same cell-

phone application can perform semi-quantitative test color intensity measurement that is correlated to the disease 

antigen levels on the target analyte. Such quantitative analysis of a particular test kit requires a one-time initial 
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calibration by imaging a blank un-used test (for minimum color intensity reference) and a saturated test (for 

maximum color intensity reference) functionalized using positive control antigens. 

Note also that the RDT cartridges to be digitally read are inserted into the base of the 

cellphone attachment using custom-designed trays (i.e., mechanical adapters specific to each 

RDT type – see e.g., Fig. A.1). This enables different types of RDTs to be evaluated on the same 

smart reader without any modification to the base of the main platform. Moreover, the custom-

designed RDT application running on the cellphone can automatically identify the type of the 

RDT that is inserted, among a set of pre-programmed RDTs (see Fig. A.5) and permits software 

updates to digitally recognize additional RDT types when they are needed or become available. 

 

Figure A.3 Block diagram of the automated image processing algorithm that is run by the cellphone based smart 

RDT reader application. In this case a reflection image of the RDT is shown and processed. 

Over the last few years there has also been a considerable effort focused toward the 

development of digital test readers which are capable of objective and quantitative analysis of 
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RDTs, e.g., lateral flow strips, dipsticks, cassette tests, or pads.
172-182

 As a result, several 

commercial product lines have already been introduced, including LFDR101 Reader (Forsite 

Diagnostics Ltd, UK), ESEQuant Lateral Flow System (QIAGEN, CA, USA), RDS-1000 

(Detekt Biomedical L.L.C., TX, USA), and DOA Test Reader (GenPrime, WA, USA). However, 

these existing digital test readers are still relatively bulky and costly; and more importantly they 

work with only a limited number of RDTs from a given manufacturer, which limits their wide-

scale deployment and use, especially in resource scarce settings.  

 

Figure A.4 Web interface of the Real Time RDT Map generated by the central server is shown. This global database 

stores and organizes test results uploaded by users. The server displays the test data on an internet browser using 

Google Maps and can filter the data displayed based on several attributes, including: disease type, test location and 
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time/date, RDT type/manufacturer, patient age, etc. It can be reached from the main menu of the cellphone 

application or from a remote location using a personal computer or other mobile devices running a web browser. 

On the other hand, this integrated RDT reader platform is a compact (~65 grams) and 

cost-effective alternative, capable of handling various types of RDTs from different 

manufacturers/vendors. For this end, using the camera module of the cellphone as well as its 

micro-processors creates a very efficient and cost-effective solution for any type of RDT (with 

various sizes and shapes) since imaging and signal processing provide the flexibility to digitize 

and automatically read different RDT types on the same cellphone platform. Moreover, it allows 

users to be part of a global network and browse through a real-time database of RDT results even 

in remote locations. Therefore, this RDT reader platform running on a cellphone does not only 

provide a complementary effort toward the development of inexpensive and mobile digital test 

readers, but also serves as a smart communication tool to connect health-care professionals and 

policy makers through a global network.     

I tested this cellphone enabled RDT reader platform using malaria, tuberculosis as well as 

HIV tests by installing it on both Android based smart-phones as well as an iPhone (see Fig. 

A.1).
171

 I should emphasize that in this design, rather than capturing simple images of the RDTs 

using the cellphone camera under e.g., sunlight or room light, I created a specific add-on which 

had its own illumination and mechanical interface. This is quite important to increase the 

measurement repeatability and avoid reading errors due to illumination and field-of-view 

variations or tilts, all of which are now almost entirely eliminated in the cost-effective design 

shown in Fig. A.1. 
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Figure A.5 (a) Rapid-diagnostic-tests (RTDs) used in this study (Left: Optimal-IT P. falciparum-specific and Pan-

specific Malaria Test, Middle: CTK HIV 1/2 Ab PLUS Combo Test Right: CTK TB IgG/IgM Combo Test) are 

shown. HIV 1/2 Combo RDT (b) has a control reagent line indicating the validity of the test, and two pre-deposited 

antigen (HIV-1 and HIV-2) coated lines indicating the infections. (c) TB IgG/IgM Combo RDT is also a lateral-flow 

based immunoassay for the simultaneous detection and differentiation of IgM anti-Mycobacterium Tuberculosis 

(M.TB) and IgG anti-M.TB in human serum or whole blood. Digitally processed images of RDTs which are 

activated by fresh whole blood samples and their automated decisions are shown below the raw RDT images (b and 

c) acquired by the RDT reader application (in reflection mode). Optimal-IT Malaria Test (d, e, and f) detects 

Plasmodium antigens (pLDH) using monoclonal antibodies. I imaged (in reflection) a malaria test that was activated 

using human blood (d) and analyzed by cellphone RDT application. Moreover, I tested Malaria RDTs using positive 

control wells which are previously coated by recombinant antigens of P. falciparum.  
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Design of Smart RDT Reader Attachment 
 

I implemented the RDT reader platform on various cell-phone units including Samsung 

Galaxy S II as a primary device, an iPhone 4S as well as a lower-end Android phone (Samsung 

Galaxy Fit GT-S5670) as shown in Figs. A.1 and A.6(a) and A.6(b), respectively.
171

 It should be 

noted that this platform is independent of the cell-phone operating system and hardware such that 

the same RDT attachment can work on different cell-phone devices with minor modifications on 

its base clip-on design. Custom-built using a recyclable and eco-friendly thermoplastic 

ABSplus™ modeling material on a 3-D printer, the mechanical body, weighing ~65 grams, 

encloses the optical components and eliminates the effect of environmental conditions (e.g., 

room light or sunlight) on image acquisition performance. Moreover, RDT trays were 

customized for each RDT type to accommodate different formats with varying dimensions (e.g., 

dipsticks, cassettes, strips, or cards) such that they can be evaluated using the same universal 

cellphone reader attachment without any modification on its imaging architecture. 

 

Figure A.6 In addition to the prototypes designed for Samsung Galaxy S II (see Fig. A.1 and A.7), I also 

implemented the same RDT reader attachment on (a) an iPhone 4S and (b) a lower-end Android phone (Samsung 

Galaxy Fit GT-S5670). 
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Figure A.7 A smart RDT reader prototype (attached to Samsung Galaxy S II) which is entirely powered by the cell-

phone battery through a USB connection. Controlled through a cost-effective micro-controller, two LED indicators 

are also used in this design to automatically detect (i) if the attachment is successfully powered through USB; and (ii) 

if the RDT is properly loaded into the reader and is ready to be imaged. 

In order to ensure uniform illumination of RDTs and high-quality imaging performance, 

multiple diffused LED arrays with a peak wavelength of 565 nm are located within the reader 

attachment. This operation wavelength was determined based on spectral measurements on 

RDTs (Optimal-IT P. falciparum-specific and Pan-specific Malaria Test, CTK HIV 1/2 Ab 

PLUS Combo Test, CTK TB IgG/IgM Combo Test)
183-185 

that have target test regions formed by 

immobilized colloidal gold-labeled antibody – antigen complexes (see Fig. A.8). Two of these 

diffused LED arrays are located underneath the RDT plane to uniformly illuminate the test of 

interest for reflection mode image acquisition that is convenient for most test formats (e.g., 
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cassette-type RDTs). For the transmission mode imaging that is especially useful while working 

with strip tests, another LED array is positioned on the top of RDT plane, allowing high-contrast 

image acquisition. Users can switch between these two different illumination schemes using the 

physical switch located on the side of the attachment or digitally through the cell-phone audio 

jack (if it is available). 

The RDT reader hardware attachment also utilizes an inexpensive plano-convex lens in 

front of the existing lens of the cell-phone camera unit that provides an overall optical 

demagnification factor of ~4 between the RDT plane on the attachment and CMOS image sensor 

plane on the cell-phone. Depending on the optical specifications of the different cell-phone 

camera modules, this demagnification factor can be tuned simply by changing the external plano-

convex lens in the RDT reader attachment and does not affect the post-processing of the raw 

RDT images. 

In addition to the AAA battery powered RDT reader shown in Fig. A.1, I also designed a 

hardware attachment that uses the cell-phone battery to power up the transmission and reflection 

mode illumination LED arrays (see Fig. A.7). Using a simple and inexpensive micro-controller, 

USB port of cell-phone device is utilized for power transfer and data communication between the 

reader attachment and the cell-phone device. Moreover, this particular design has two indicator 

LEDs that are also powered by the cell-phone battery, alerting the user if the illumination LEDs 

are successfully powered and RDT is properly inserted into the attachment for its digital reading 

and evaluation. 

RDT Reader Cell-phone Application and Spatio-temporal Mapping of Epidemics 

 

In this RDT reader platform, Android and iPhone applications
171

 were developed to 

digitally capture and rapidly process the raw RDT images to generate a digital test evaluation 
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report within <0.2 sec/test, consisting of test validation (Valid/Invalid), assessment of the 

diagnostic results (Positive/Negative) as well as other related patient information that can be 

manually entered to the form (see Fig. A.2). Once the cell-phone application acquires raw RDT 

image (e.g., transmission or reflection), it runs a set of custom-designed image processing steps 

(see Fig. A.3) to extract the necessary spatial features and analyze the color changes on the test 

that indicates the presence of the infection on immuno-chromatographic tests. In order to relieve 

the computational load on the cell-phone processor and memory, raw RDT image is first 

converted to grayscale and the regions of interests (e.g., test validation/control and 

diagnostics/infection-indicating lines) are digitally extracted based on the calibration results 

which is needed to be performed only once for each test type. Furthermore, cell-phone 

application also runs a central moving averaging function, decreasing the effect of spatial noise 

and manufacturing related non-uniformities on digital test evaluation prior to final decision 

process. 

For the final evaluation of the digitally enhanced RDT image, cell-phone application 

automatically measures the grayscale pixel intensity values on regions of interest and determines 

the result of the test (valid/invalid and positive/negative) based on previously calibrated intensity 

levels. Once the diagnostics result is ready, an evaluation report is displayed on the cell-phone, 

allowing the user to manually add other necessary information such as patient ID, sex or other 

personal notes (see A.2). Using the available wireless communication links (e.g., Wi-Fi, GSM, 

etc.), this RDT evaluation report is transferred to the central database/server without putting any 

extra burden to the network as it has a data package size of < 0.05 Mbytes/test. In case the 

wireless resources are not available at the time of the testing, cell-phone application stores the 
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test results in its internal memory to be shared later when the wireless connectivity becomes 

available again. 

RDT evaluation results uploaded by users are displayed on an encrypted web interface 

and spatio-temporal map. Reached from the main menu of the cell-phone application or internet 

browsers on remote computers by authorized users, spatio-temporal statistics of RDTs can be 

filtered based on several attributes (e.g., disease type, RDT type, testing location, patient age/sex, 

etc.) and allows users to access most up-to-date epidemiological information as shown in Fig. 

A.4. 

Results and Discussions 

To validate the performance of this smart RDT reader, I imaged several lateral flow 

based immuno-chromatographic RDTs including Optimal-IT P. falciparum-specific and Pan-

specific Malaria Tests (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., CA, USA), HIV 1/2 Ab PLUS Combo Rapid 

Tests as well as TB IgG/IgM Combo Rapid Tests (CTK Biotech Inc., CA, USA).
183-185

 I used 

healthy whole blood specimen and OptiMAL positive control wells (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., 

CA, USA) containing recombinant antigens (LDH) of P. falciparum to mimic positive cases (see 

Figs. A.5 and A.8). 

In order to demonstrate the repeatability of measurements using the smart RDT reader, 

imaging experiments were repeated more than 10 times per test type for Malaria, HIV and TB 

RDTs that were activated by healthy blood samples. Verified by visual examination following 

manufacturer’s instructions, all the tests were correctly evaluated as “Valid/Negative” for each 

case (see e.g., Fig. A.5(c)). 
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I also conducted digital evaluation measurements on Malaria RDTs that were activated 

using OptiMAL positive control wells containing recombinant Pan-malaria antigens (see e.g., 

Fig. A.5(e)). Previously deposited on the control wells, antigens were released by mixing with 

sample diluents to mimic positive Pan-malaria (P. Falciparum, P. Vivax, P. Ovale and P. 

malariae) cases. In order to validate the quantitative imaging performance of the cellphone based 

RDT reader, I activated malaria RDTs at different positive control antigen levels as shown in Fig. 

A.8.  

 

Figure A.8 Cross-sectional analysis of automatically processed Malaria RDT images captured in reflection mode. 

The RDT reader shown in Fig. 1(a) was used to evaluate Malaria RDTs activated with 3 different batches of Positive 

Control Well Antigen (PCWA) at dilution levels of PCWA/20µl (1x), PCWA/40µl (2x), PCWA/60µl (3x). The 

above figure illustrates the mean of 10 pre-processed RDT image cross-sections (for each dilution level) and the 

standard deviation of maximum peak values of each test line. Mean and standard deviation values of the Control, 

Pan-Malaria, and P. Falciparum lines of the 1x dilution level are 8.37, 3.54, 6.02; 0.89, 0.77, and 0.72, respectively. 

Mean and standard deviation values of the Control, Pan-Malaria, and P. Falciparum lines of the 2x dilution level are 

8.11, 1.29, 3.10; 2.10, 0.77, and 1.38, respectively. Mean and standard deviation values of the Control, Pan-Malaria, 
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and P. Falciparum lines of the 3x dilution level are 7.62, 0.60, 2.03; 0.50, 0.22, and 0.51, respectively. Exemplary 

cellphone images of RDTs for each dilution level are also shown in the inset. 

Starting with the “recommended” dilution level by the manufacturer, i.e., Positive 

Control Well Antigen (PCWA)/20µl, I further diluted it by 2, 3, and 4 times to create lower 

antigen concentration levels of PCWA/40µl (2x dilution), PCWA/60µl (3x dilution), and 

PCWA/80µl (4x dilution), respectively. For each concentration level, RDT imaging 

measurements were repeated 10 times and correctly analyzed as “Valid/Positive” by the cell-

phone application for all tests activated with PCWA/20µl (recommended 1x dilution), 

PCWA/40µl (2x dilution) as well as PCWA/60µl (3x dilution). The accuracy dropped down to 

~60% for PCWA/80µl (4x dilution) due to the corresponding weak color intensity response on 

the RDTs (see Fig. A.8). 

As shown in Fig. A.8, I observed higher average color intensity on P. Falciparum lines 

that were pre-deposited by only P. Falciparum specific antibodies, whereas the response of the 

Pan-malaria lines to the positive control wells are relatively weaker. Considering the fact that 

positive control wells only contain recombinant antigens (LDH) of P. falciparum, there was less 

number of antibody-antigen complexes formed in Pan-malaria test lines compared to the 

complexes formed on P. Falciparum specific lines and therefore lower mean color intensity was 

observed. These results exhibit the quantitative imaging performance and sensitivity of the RDT 

reader to differentiate even minor color intensity variations that may not be differentiated during 

visual validation of RDTs by humans. Note also that control lines indicate the validity of the 

RDTs to avoid manufacturing related problems on diagnostics results and their color response 

has no correlation with the content and density the target analyte or antigens. 
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In summary, this smart digital platform, which can automatically recognize, read and 

digitally store various kinds of RDTs, could be quite useful to reduce manual test reading errors 

and confusions arising due to simultaneous use of various RDT types, each of which might have 

different standards for control and positive/negative lines. Digitizing and quantifying the test 

results are also important since the color changes in RDTs do not last more than a few hours in 

field conditions, which makes physical storage of these tests not feasible, unless it is in digital 

format as implemented in our platform. Finally, offering real-time spatio-temporal statistics for 

the prevalence of various infectious diseases, this integrated RDT reader running on cellphones 

could assist health-care professionals and policy makers to rapidly track emerging epidemics 

worldwide and help epidemic preparedness. 
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